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COURSE TITLE:
RESD 822

Direct Gold, 3 Units

CLASS AND TERM:
Third year, Spring Quarter
COURSE DIRECTOR:
Harold Schnepper,

D.M.D., M.S.D.

CLOCK HOUR SCHEDULE:
22
50-minute lecture periods
66
hours of supervised laboratory
LECTURE SCHEDULE:
1.
Introduction to Direct Gold
a. Indications.
b. Contraindications.
c. Advantages & Disadvantages.
d. Forms of Direct Gold.
e. Treating of Direct Gold.
f. Elements of Preparation ..
2. liThe Pits.'
a. Bucca I pi to
b. Lingual pit preparation.
c. Proximal pit.
d. Condensation.
e. Finish.
3. The 212 Application and Ferrier Class V Preparation.
4. The Class V Condensation and Finish.
5. Variations of Class V.
6. Open time - Demonstration of Class V or Laboratory time. to
complete Class V Projects.
7. The Ferrier Separator and Adolescent III.
a. Preparation.
b. Condensation.
c. Finish.
8. The Class III Lingual Approach for the Lorna Linda Restoration.
a. Preparation.
The
Class III Lingual Approach for the Lorna Linda Restoration.
9.
a. Condensation.
b. Finish.
10. Mid-term Written Examination.
11.
Feed-back Session on Mid-term.
12. The Ferrier Class II I Restorations.
a. Preparation.
b. Condensation.
c. Finish.
13. The Lower Anterior Class III Ferrier Restoration.
a. Preparation.

,
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

The Lower Anterior Clas.s II I Ferrier Restoration.
a. Condensation.
b. Finish.
The Class III Modified Loma Linda Design Restoration.
a. Preparation.
The Class III Modified Loma Linda Design Restoration.
a. Condensation.
b. Finish.
The Class II Direct Gold Restoration.
a. Preparation.
The Class II Direct Gold Restoration ..
a. Condensation.
b. Finish.
c. Modified Class II Preparation.
Final Written Examination.
Final Practical Examination.

LABORATORY PROJECTS
1. Introduction exercises in direct gold preparation and instrumentation.
2. Prepare, condense, and finish an acceptable lingual pit preparation
on a maxillary lateral incisor.
3. Two Class V Ferrier preparations on adjacent mandibular premolars
(the best one will be graded and condensed).
4. Condense and finish acceptably the above Class V Ferrier preparation.
5. Two Modified Class V Ferrier preparations on a maxillary cuspid (the
best one will be graded and condensed).
6. Condense and finish acceptable the above Modified Class V Ferrier
preparation.
7. Prepare, condense and finish an acceptable adolescent Class II I
preparation on a maxillary incisor.
8. Two Class III lingual approach preparations on both maxillary
central incisors (the best one wil I be graded and condensed).
9. Condense and finish ~cceptably the above Class III lingual approach
preparation.
10. Mid-term Practical Examination (a Class V Ferrier direct gold
restoration on a mandibular premolar to completion).
11. Two Class III lingual approach preparations on the mesial of
the maxillary cuspid (the best one will be graded and condensed).
12. Condense and finish acceptably the above Class III lingual approach
preparation.
13. Two Class III Ferrier preparations. on the mandibular anterior
(the best one will be graded and condensed).
14. Condense and finish acceptably the above Class III Ferrier
preparation.
15. Two Class III modified Loma Linda preparations on the distal of
a maxillary cuspid (the best one will be graded and condensed).
16. Condense and finish acceptably the above Class III modified
Loma Linda preparation.
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17.
18.
19.
20.

Two Class II preparations on the Maxillary 1st premolar (the
best one will be graded and condensed).
-Condense and finish acceptably the above Class II preparation.
Make-up time and practice for Practical Examination.
Final Practical Examination (a Class III Loma Linda 1ingual
approach restoration on a maxillary incisor).

OBJECTIVES FOR COURSE:
Students successfully completing the course will be able to:
1. List the indications and contraindications for the direct
gold restoration.
2. List the advantages and disadvantages of the direct gold
as a restorative material.
3. Draw and give rationale for the elements contained in
direct gold cavity design.
4. Describe the instruments used in the preparation of the
basic elements of cavity design.
5. List the types of direct gold available-with their physical
properties and indications for usage.
6. Describe the proper care and storage of direct gold.
7. Describe the difference between cohesive and noncohesive
direct gold.
8. Describe the process of treatment of direct gold prior
to condensation.
9. Name the methods of degassing direct gold and their
application.
10. List the proper instruments, materials, and sequence for
condensation and finishing of the direct gold restorations.
11. Describe proper application and removal of the No. 212
tissue retractor.
12. List the sequence of application of the Ferrier separator.
13. Describe the sequence in the use of instruments for the
preparation of the Class II I and V Ferrier preparation.
14. Display the proper application of the matrix.
15. Demonstrate the technical mastery of the procedures to
accomplish the preparation, condensation, and finishing
of the direct gold restorations.
OBJECTIVES FOR LABORATORY PHASE OF COURSE:
Students successfully completing the course will be able to:
1. Prepare a plastic block of all the elements of basic gold
cavity design to mastery level.
2. Display the proper armamentarium used for the direct gold
restorations.
3. Demonstrate the proper armamentarium and material needed for
the preparation and condensation of'the:
a. Lingual pit restoration.
b. Class V Ferrier.
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c. Adolescent C1a.ss III in a maxillary incisor.
d. Class III lingual approach on a maxillary central incisor.
e.' Class III lingual approach on a maxillary cuspid.
f. Lower anterior Class III Ferrier preparation.
g. Class.1 II modified Loma Linda preparation.
h. Class II preparation.
4. Demonstrate the process of assembling and lighting the
alcohol lamp in preparation to degas direct gold.
5. Demonstrate to the instructor the correct degassing of
direct gold.
6. Prepare an acceptable preparation for the:
a. Lingual pit in a maxillary lateral incisor.
b. Class V Ferrier on a mandibular premolar.
c. Class V Ferrier on a maxillary cuspid.
d. Adolescent Class III preparation in a maxillary incisor.
e. Class III lingual approach on a maxillary central incisor.
f. Class III lingual approach on the mesial of the maxillary
cuspid.
.
g. Lower anterior Class III Ferrier preparation.
h. Class III modified Loma Linda preparation.
i. Class II direct gold preparation on the mesial of a
maxillary 1st premolar.
]. Condense to an acceptable contour the:
a. Lingual pit restoration.
b. Class V Ferrier using Goldent with an overlay of cohesive
go 1d fo i1 .
c. Class V Ferrier preparation using mat gold with an
overlay of Electraloy R.V.
d. Adolescent Class III preparation using powdered gold.
e. Class III lingual approach preparation using Goldent
with an overlay of cohesive gold foil.
f. Class II J 1ingua 1 approach of the max illary cusp id .
g. Lower anterior Class III Ferrier preparation.
h. Class II J modified Loma Linda preparation.
i. Class II preparation using Electraloy R.V.
8. Demonstrate the proper instruments, materials, and sequence
for finishing and polishing the:
a. Lingual pit restoration.
b. Class V direct gold restoration on mandibular premolar.
c. Class V Ferrier restoration on the maxillary cuspid.
d. Adolescent Class III restoration.
e. Class II I lingual approach restoration on a maxillary
central incisor.
f. Class II I lingual approach restoration on a maxillary
cuspid.
g. Lower anterior Class II I Ferrier.
h. Class II I modified Lorna Linda restoration.
i. Class II restoration.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Display to the instructor the correct modification made
to the No. 212 tissue retractor.
Demonstrate the proper application of the rubber dam
for a Class V lesion.
Display to the instructor the correct application and
removal (without damage to the finished restoration) of
the No. 212 tissue retractor.
Display the modifications made to the Ferrier No. 1 and 3
separators.
Demonstrate the sequence of application of the Ferrier.
separator.
Draw the proximal cross-sectional and facial view of the
typical lower anterior Class III Ferrier restoration.
Display the proper application of the matrix for the
Class II direct gold preparation.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Textbook:
Craig, Robert G. and Peyton, Floyd A. Restorative Dental
Materials.
Saint Louis: C.V. Mosby Company, 1971.
Other Materials:
Aides to be used in the course:
1. Slides.
2. Drawings (chalkboard).
3. Overhead projection.
4. Movies.
5. Demonstrations.
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LABORATORY

PROJECTS

1.

Introduction

exercise.

2.

Lingual pit, prep and condense.

3.

Class V, 2 preps, condense

and finish one.

4. Class V variation, 2 preps, condense and finish one.
5. Adolescent

Class III, prep, condense

and finish.

6. Class III, 2 preps, condense and finish one.
7.

Practical

8.

Class

9.

Class III lower, 2 preps, condense

Test,

III cuspid, 2 preps, condense

and finish one.
and finish one.

10.
11.

Class III modified, 2 preps, condense and finish one.
Class II, 2 preps, condense and finish one.

12.

Class II modified,

13.

Final Practical

prep, condense

Test.

and finish.
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GRAD I NG POL t cy

Written

work - 30% of final grade
Quizzes
Mid~term Examination
Final Examination

Practical

10%

40%
50%

work - 70% of final grade
Daily laboratory projects
Mid-term laboratory practical
Final laboratory practical

40%
20%

40%

,.

I
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BEHAVIORAL
Lecture

OBJECTIVES

I

Introduction

to Direct Gold:

1.

The student will list the indications
gold restoration.

for the direct

2.

The student will list the contraindications
direct gold restoration.

3.

The student will list the advantages
as a restorative material.

of direct gold

4. The student will list the disadvantages
as a restorative

for the

of direct gold

material.

5. The student will draw and give rationale for the elements
contained
6.

in direct gold cavity design.

The student will describe the instruments used in the
preparation of the basic elements of cavity design.

Laboratory
The student will prepare in a plastic block all the elements
basic direct gold cavity design to mastery level.
Lecture

of

II

1.

The student will list the indications
for the buccal pit restorations.

and contraindications

2.

The student will draw a facial, cross-sectional
of the buccal pit preparation.

3.

The student will list the instruments
buccal pit preparation.

and sagittal

needed to prepare

the

4~ The student will list the indications and contraindications
for the lingual pit restoration.

5.

The student will draw the lingual, cross-sectional
sagittal view of the lingual pit preparation.

6. The student will list the instruments

and

needed to prepare

lingual pit restoration.
].

The student will list the types of direct gold avanable
their descriptions and indications for usage.

the

-with

view
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8. The student will describe the difference
and noncohesive

9.

between cohesive

direct gold.

The student will describe
direct gold.

the proper case and storage of

10.

The student will describe the process of treatment of
direct gold prior to condensation.

11.

The student will name the methods of degassing
and their aprlicution.

12.

The student will list the proper instruments
the I'pit" restoration.

13.

The student will list the proper sequence for condensation
of the "pit" restoration.

14.

The student wi 11 1ist the sequence for finishing
restoration.

direct gold

to condense

II

Laboratory
1.

The student will display the proper armamentarium
for the lingua:l pit preparation.

2.

The student will prepare an acceptable
in a lateral incisor.

3.

The student wi 11 demonstrate the process of assembl ing and
lighting the alcohol lamp in preparation to degas direct gold.

4. The student will demonstrate
deqassing

to the instructor

the correct

of direct gold.

condensation
6.

for

of the lingual pit restoration.

The student will condense
lingual pit restoration.

to an acceptable

7. The student will demonstrate
finishing

used

lingual pit preparation

5. The student will display the proper armamentarium

Lecture

the "pit"

contour the

the proper sequence
the lingual pit restoration.

for

I II

1.

The student will list the indications and contraindications
for the Class V direct gold restoration.
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2.

The student will describe the modifications made to
the No. 212 tissue retractor to improve its function.

3.

The student will illustrate the proper location for
holes to be punched in a rubber dam for a Class V
lesion.

4.

The student will describe the steps in the application
of thi No. 212 tissue retractor.

5. The student will draw the facial, cross-sectional

and
sagittal view of the typical Class V Ferrier preparation
and give the rationale for the design.

Laboratory

6.

The student will list the instruments
the Class V Ferr1er preparation.

needed to prepare

7.

The student will describe the sequence in the use of
instruments for the preparation of the Class V
Ferrier preparation.

III
1.

The student.wi11 display to the instructor ihe correct
modifications made to the No. 212 tissue retractor.

2.

The student will demonstrate the proper application
of the rubber dam for a Class V lesion.

3.

The student wi.11 display to the instructor the correct
application of the No. 212 tissue retractor.

4.

The student will display the proper armamentarium used
for preparation of the Class V Ferrier preparation on
a mandibular premolar.

5.

The student will prepare an acceptable
preparation.

Class V Ferrier
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Lecture IV
The student will list the following items concerning the condensation,
finishing, and polishing of the Class V direct gold restoration:
1.

The instruments and materials

needed for condensation.

2.

The sequence used in condensing

3.

The instruments and materials
polishing.

4.

The sequence used in finishing and polishing the restoration.

to contour.

needed for finishing and

5. The correct removal of the No. 212 tissue retractor without
damage to the finished restoration.
Laboratory

IV
1.

The student will display the proper armamentarium used for
the condensatipn of a Class V Ferrier preparation.

2.

The student will demonstrate the proper condensation technique
used for the Class V Ferrier preparation using Goldent with
an overlay of cohesive gold foil.

3. The student will demonstrate
polishing

the proper finishing and
technqiue used for the Class V Ferrier restoration.

4. The student will demonstrate the correct removal of the
No. 212 tissue retractor.
Lecture V
The student will be able to draw outline forms of the following
Class V variations:
A.

Occlusal outline variations.

B.
Laboratory

1.

Curved.

2.

Extended occlusal.

2-plane proximal outline variation.
V

I.

The student will display the proper armamentarium
preparation of the Class V Ferrier preparation.

used for
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2.

The student will prepare an acceptable
preparation on a maxillary cuspid.

Class V Ferrier

Lecture V t
Open - Demonstration
projects.
Laboratory

of Class V or laboratory time to complete Class V

VI
I.

The student will demonstrate the proper condensation
technique used for the Class V Ferrier preparation
using mat gold with an overlay of Electraloy R.V.

2.

The student will demonstrate the proper finishing and
polishing technique used for the Class V Ferrier restoration
on the maxillary cuspid.

1.

The student will describe the modifications
Ferrier No. 1 and 3 separators.

2.

The student will list the sequence of application
the Ferrier separator.

Lecture VII
made to the
of

3. The ~tudent will list the indications for the adolescent
direct gold restoration.

4. The student will be able to illustrate the proximal,
cross-section
preparation.

and mid-sagittal

section of the adolescent

5.

The student will list the armamentarium
prepare the adolescent preparation.

used to

6.

The student wil I describe the sequence in the use of
instruments for the preparation of the adolescent preparation.

7.

The student will list the, instrumentsandmaterials
to condense the adolescent restoration.

8. The student will describe the sequence in the use
instruments
9.,

to condense the adolescent

needed

of

preparation.

The student will list the sequence for finishing the
adolescent restoration.
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Laboratory

VII
1.

The student will display the modificatipns
Ferrier No.1 and 3 separators.

2.

The student will demonstrate
separator.

3.

The student will display the armamentarium
the adolescent preparation.

4.

The student will prepare an acceptable
preparation in a maxillary incisor.

5.

The student will display
the Class III adolescent

6.

The student will demonstrate proper condensation technique
used for adolescent Class II I preparation using powdered gold.

the appl ication of the Ferrier

Lecture

used to prepare

adolescent

the armamentarium
preparation.

7. The student will demonstrate
the adolescent

made to the

Class

III

for condensing

the proper sequence
Class III restoration.

for finishing

VIII
1.

The student will list the indications and contraindications
for the maxillary Class III lingual approach Loma Linda
restoration for maxillary incisors.

2.

The student will draw the proximal, cross-sectional,
and lingual
view of the typical Class III lingual approach preparation and
give the rationale for the design.

3.

The student will list the armamentarium
lingual approach preparation.

for the Class III

4. The student will describe the sequence in the use of instruments
for the preparation
preparation.
Laboratory

of the Class III lingual approach

VII I
1.

The student will display the proper armamentarium used for
the Class II I lingual approach preparation for maxillary
centrals.

2.

The student wi 11 prepare an acceptable Class III 1in.;Jual
approach preparation on a maxillary central incisor.

j
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Lecture

IX

The student will list the following items concerning the condensation,
finish, and polishing of the Class II I lingual approach Loma Linda
restoration for maxillary centrals:
1.

The instruments

2.

The sequential

3.

The instruments and materials
polishing this restor~ticn.

4. The sequential
.Laboratory

.Lecture

and materials

needed

steps in condensing

this preparation.

needed

steps in finishing

for condensation.

for finishing

and polishing

and

this restoration .

IX
1.

The student will display proper armamentarium
used for the
condensation of the Class II I lingual approach preparation
for maxillary centrals.

2.

The student will demonstrate the proper condensation
technique used for the Class III lingual appro~chpreparaticn
using Goldent with an overlay of cohesive gold fei I.

3.

The student will demonstrate the proper finishing
technique used for the Class III lingual approach

and polishing
restoration .

X

Mid-term

Written

Examination

.Laboratory X
Mid-term Practical Examination:
1. Class V Ferrier Direct Gold restoration
premolar to completion .
.Lecture

on a mandibular

XI

Feed-back
.Laboratory

Session on Mid-term .

XI
1.

The student will display the proper armamentarium
used
for the Class II I lingual approach preparation on cuspids.
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2.

The student will prepare a Class II I lingual approach
preparation on the mesial of the maxillary cuspid.

Lecture XI I
1.

The student will list the indications and contraindications
for the maxillary Class II I Ferrier restoration.

2.

The student will draw the proximal, cross-sectional
and facial
view of the typical Class II I Ferrier preparation and give
the rationale for the design;

3.

The student wi 11 list the armamentarium
Ferrier preparation.

4.

The student will describe the sequence in the usc of instruments
for the preparation of the Class III Ferrier preparation.

5. The studp.nt will list the armamentarium
the Class

I II Ferrier

for the Class

III

for condensation

of

preparation.

6.

The student will list the sequential steps in condensing
this preparation and describe how it differs from the lingual
approach Class III.

7.

The student will list the armamentarium
Class III Ferrier restoration.

8. The student will list the sequential
polishing
Laboratory

for finishing

the

steps in finishing

and

this restoration.

XI I
1.

The student will display an acceptable Class
approach preparation on a maxillary cuspid.

2.

The student wi 11 display proper armamentarium
for condensing
and finishing of Class II I lingual approach of a maxillary cuspid.

3.

The student will demonstrate the proper condensation techniqueused for the Class II I lingual approach of the maxillary cuspid.

4. The student will demonstrate
technique

used for the Class

III lingual

the proper finishing
III lingual approach

and polishing
restoration.
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Lecture XII I
1.

The student wi 11 1ist the indications' and contraindications
for the lower anterior Class III Ferrier restoration.

2.

The student will draw the proximal cross-sectional,
and facial
view of the typical lower anterior Class II I Ferrier preparation
and give the rationale for the design.

3.

The student wi 11 1ist the a rmamentar
Class II I preparation.

4.

The student wi 11 describe the sequence in the use of instruments'
for the preparation of the lower ar.cerior Class III Ferrier
preparation.

Laboratory

um for the lower anter ior

j

XI II
1.

The student will display the proper armamentarium
the lower anterior Class III Ferrier preparation.

2.

The student wi 11 prepare an acceptable
Ferrier preparation.

used for

lower anterior

Class III

Lecture XIV
The student will list the following items concerning the condensation,
finishing, and polishing of the lower anterior Class II I Ferrier
preparation.
1.

The instruments

2.

The sequential

and materials

needed

steps in condensing

for condensation.

this preparation.

3. The instruments and materials needed for finishing and
polishing

this restoration.

4. The sequential
Laboratory

steps in finishing

and polishing

this restoration.

XIV
1.

The student will display proper armamentarium used for the
condensation of the lower anterior Class III Ferrier preparation.

2.

The student will demonstrate the proper condensation
technique used for the lower anterior Class II I Ferrier
preparation using Goldent with an ove~lay of cohesive gold
foi 1.
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3. The student will demonstrate

the proper finishing and
polishing technique used for the lower anterior Class II I
Ferrier restoration.

Lecture

XV
1.

The student will list the indications and contraindications.
for the Class III modified Lorna linda design restoration.

2.

The student will draw' the proximal, cross-sectional
and
lingual view of the typical Class I II modified Lorna Linda
design preparation.

3.

The student wi 11 1ist t;le armamentarium
modified Lom~ Linda design preparation.

for the Class

III

4. The student will describe the sequence
for the preparation
design preparation.
Laboratory

Lecture

of the Class

in the use of instruments
II I modified Lorna Linda

XV
1.

The student wi 11 display the proper armamentarium
the Clas~ III modified Lorna Linda preparation.

used for

2.

The student will prepare an acceptable Class III modified
Lorna Linda preparation on the distal of a maxillary cu~pid.

XV I .'

The student will list the following items concerning the condensation,
finishing and polishing of the Class III modified Lorna linda design
restoration:
1.

The instruments

2.

The sequentia,l steps in condensing

3. The instruments
polishing

and materials

and materials
this restoration.

needed

for condensation.

this preparation.

needed

for finishing

4. The sequential ,steps in finishing and polishing
Laboratory

and

this restoration.

XVI
1.

The student will display the proper armamentarium
used for
the condensation of the Class III modified Lorna Linda preparation.

2.

The student will demonstrate the proper condensation technique
used for the Class III modified Lorna Linda preparation using
Goldent with an overlay of cohesive gold foil.
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3. The student will demonstrate
polishing technique
Linda restoration.
Lecture

the proper finishing and
used for the Class III modified Loma

XVII
1.

The student will list the indications and contraindications
for the Class II direct gold restoration.

2.

The student will draw the proximal occlusal cross-sectional
and sagittal sections of the Class II preparation.

3. The student will list the armamentarium

for the Class II

direct go~d preparation.

4. The student will describe the sequence in the use of the
instruments

5.

fpr

the preparation

of the Class II preparation.

The student will list the indications and contraindications
for the Class II modified restoration.

6. The student will draw the proximal,
sectional and sagittal
preparation.

occlusal~ crosssection of the Cla~s II modified

7. The student will describe the sequence of preparation
the Class II modified
laboratory

Lecture

for

preparation.

XVII
1.

The student will display the proper armamentarium
the preparation of the Class II preparation.

used for

2.

The student will prepare an acceptable Class II direct gold
preparation on the mesial of a maxillary premolar.

XVI II

A.

The student will describe the proper application
for the Class II direct gold preparation.

B.

The student will list the following items concerning the conden~
sation, finishing and polishing of the Class II direct gold
restoration:
1.

The instruments

2.

The sequential

3. The instruments
polishing

and materials

needed for condensation.

steps in condensing

and materials
this restoration.

of the matrix

thi~ preparation.

needed for finishing

and
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4. The sequential steps in finishing and polishing this
restoration.
Laboratory

XVI II
1.

The student will display the proper application
for the Class II direct gold preparation.

of the matrix

2.

The student will display the proper armamentarium
the condensation of the Class II preparation.

3.

The student will demonstrate the proper condensation technique used for the Class II preparation using Electraloy R.V.

4.

The student will demonstrate the proper finishing and
polishing technique used for the Class II restoration.

used for

Lecture XIX
1.

Final Written

2.

Maxillary

Examination.

Class IV direct gold restorations.

a.

The student will list the indications and contraindications
for the maxillary Class IV direct gold restoration.

b.

The student will draw the proximal, cross-sectional and
lingual view of a typical Class IV direct gold preparation and give the rationale for the design.

c.

The student will list the armamentarium
direct gold preparation.

d.

The student will describe the sequence in the use of
instruments for the preparation of the Class IV direct
gold preparation.

e.

The student will list the armamentarium for the condensation of the Class IV direct gold restoration.

f.

The student will list the sequential
this preparation.

g.

The student will list the armamentarium
Class IV direct gold restoration.

h.

The student will list the sequential
and polishing this restoration.

for the Class IV

steps in condensing
for finishing

steps in finishing

the

20

Laboratory

XIX

Make~up

time and practice

Lecture and Laboratory
Final Practical

for Practical

Examination.

XX
Examination:

Class III Lorna Linda 1 ingual approach
maxillary incisor.

restoration

on a
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LECTURE I
Introduction

to Direct Gold Restorations

1.

Direct Gold Restoratlon Defined: A restoration
pure gold directly into the tooth.

composed of compacted

2.

Direct Gold as a Filling Mater~al Defined: Is a pure gold filling
material.
It may be of a cohesive or noncohesive nature manufactured
in a variety of forms, shapes and textures.

3.

Indications

for the Direct Gold Restoration:

A.

Incipient carious lesions.

B.

Cervical erosions.

C.

Developmental

D.

Lesions located in non-stress areas.

E.

Location of defect in a relatively non-esthetic

F.

Low caries index.

4. Contraindications

defects.

area.

for the Direct Gold Restoration:

A.

Large carious

lesions.

B.

Any tooth in excess of Class I mobility.

C.

Highly apprehen~ive

D.

High caries index.

E.

Lesions located in high stress areas.

F.

Where large pulpal size would interfere

G.

Where pulpal health is in question.

H.

Teeth with undeveloped

patient.

wi~h adequate preparation.

roots.

5. Advantages of Direct Gold as a Restorative Material:
A.

Insoluble in oral fluids.

B.

Possible to perfectly adapt to cavity walls due to its high ductility.
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6.

C.

Weldability

D.

Will not readily tarnish or corrode, but will maintain a high polish.

E,

Thermal expansion similar to dentin.

F.

No subsequent tooth discoloration

G.

The yellow hue gold is harmonious with the color of tooth
structure.

H.

Low long-term cost of restoration.

I.

High tissue acceptance,

Disadvantages

in a cold ~tate.

due to the material.

of Direct Gold as a Restorative Material:

A.

Difficulty of manipulation.

B,

Where display'of gold is objectionable.

C.

Higher initial cost of placement.

D.

Due to low surface hardness it is unacceptable
high shear stress,

in areas of

7. Elements of Tooth Preparation.
A.

External outline forms:
1)

2)

Wall outline form:
a.

Straight.

b.

Curved (of varying diameters).

Angles formed from converging outline forms:
a.

Right angles.

b.

Acute angles.

c.

Obtuse angles.

d.

Curved angles (of varying diameters).
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B.

Interna 1 form:
1)

Wa11s:

a.

Right angle walls.

b.

Obtuse walls.

c.

2-plane walls.

d.

Right angle wall modified with cavo-surface

2) . Ang Ies:
a.

Right angles.

b.

Acute angles.

c.

Obtuse angles.

d.

Accentuated

e.

Retentive

f.

Point angle.

line angle.

line angle.

bevel,
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g.

8.

Retentive

The Fundamental

point angle,

Combination

A.

Defined: A preparation
cavity design.

B.

Illustration:

Preparation.
that is a composite

f

o

F

G

C
C.

Description

J

of preparation:

A)

Right angle wall.

B)

Obtuse wa 11.

C)

2-plane wall.

D)

RIght angle Iine angle.

of elements

used in

..,
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D.

E)

Obtuse

F)

Accentuated

G)

Point angle (formed by converging

right angle line angles).

H)

Point angle (formed by converging
angles) .

of three different

I)

Retentive

1ine angle.
1ine ang Ie.

point angle.

Instrumentat ion of comb inat ion preparat ion.
1)

Rough preparation

with #35 inverted cone establish:

a.

Obtuse wall.

b.

Right angle wall.

c.

2-plane wall.

2)

Detail out internal form with #33! inverted cone.

3)

Refine walls and line angles.

4)

a.

Hoe.

b.

Chisel.

c.

Angle former.

Point angles established
a.

and refined.

Point angle (non-retentive).
(1) Hoe.
(2)

b.

Ch i se 1 •

Retentive

point angle.

(1) Spear point.
(2) Angle former.

1ine
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LECTURE

II

"The Pits"
1.

Ind icat ions.
A.

Smooth surface

lesion.

1)

Small enamel defect of developmental

2)

Small abrasion areas.

origin.

3) Repair of small defect on casting.
B.

C.

2.

3.

Developmental

groove lesion.

1)

Non-coalesced

developmental

groove.

2)

Small carious

lesion in a developmental

groove.

lingual fossa lesion.
1)

Developmental

defect in the lingual fossae of anterior

2)

Small carious

lesions in the lingual fossae of anterior

teeth.
teeth.

Contra-indications.
A.

Large carious

lesions.

B.

Carious

C.

Teeth with pulpal or periodontal

D.

Teeth with checked enamel.

E.

Teeth with large hypocalcified

in areas with poor access.
pathology.

or decalcified

enamel.

Preparations.
A.

Preparation
1)

Criteria

for a small lesion on a smooth surface.
for preparation

design.

a.

Outline form - no specific shape, the lesion dictates
extent and shape of the outline form.

b.

Walls ~ two-plane walls.

the
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c.

Pulpal wall - generally the pulpal wall is at right
angles to the internal walls of the preparation.

d. . Interna I line ang Ies may be sharp or rounded depend ing
on location and access.
e.

2)

Retention
retentive

- may vary from rounded retention
line angle.

Drawings.
Maxillary

Central

Proximal View

Incisor -

to a sharp

28 .
Mid-sagittal

1st Mandibular
Mesial

View

Molar

View

-
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Mid-sagittal

Mandibular

View

Cuspid

Inci sa 1 View

Mid-sagittal

View
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B.

Preparation
1)

Criteria
a,

for the small developmental
for preparation

groove

lesion.

design.

Outline form - generally is elongated oval in outline
or may be triangular as dictated by the shape of the
lesion.
Facial View

b.

Walls -_right angle walls'modified
that are parallel to each other.
Mid-sagittal

with cavosurface

bevel

View

c.

Pulpal wall - generally the pulpal wall is at right angles
to other walls of the preparation.

d.

Internal

line angles - sharp.

I
I
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e.

Retention

C •. Preparation
1)

CriterJa
a.

- rounded retention occlusal/gingivally.

for a small lingual fossa lesion.
for preparation

design.

Outline form - generally is triangular. in outline or
as dictated by the shape of the lesion.
Lingua 1 View

b.

Walls - right angle walls modified with a cavosurface
bevel that are parallel to each other.
Mid-sagittal

".;

View

c.

Pulpal wall - generally
surface.

d.

Internal 1ine angles - sharp .

;

.

parallel with the lingual

.".-."

."
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e.
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Retention - curved retentive line angle for gingival
retention and an acute retentive line angle for the
incisal retent"ion.

Armamentarium

for Lingual Pit.

A. #699 F.G.

5.

6.

B.

#33! or 34 F.G.

C.

#7901 trimming and finish"ing bur F.G. 12 bladed.

D.

Monangle

Instrumentation

10-4-8.

for Lingual Pit.

A.

Open lesions with #699 F.G. bur.

B.

Retention is placed in the gingival and incisal walls with #33t
or 34 F.G. bur at the expense of the dentin.

C.

A cavosurface bevel is placed on the cavosurface
#7901 F.G. bur.

D.

Walls are planed and smoothed with monangle
10-4-8.

Evaluation
A.

B.

margins with the

hoe 6t-2t-9 or

of Preparation.

Visual.
1)

Smooth, free-flowing

2)

Smooth, even walls.

outline

form~

Tactile.
1)

2)

Explorer

tip.

a.

Line angles sharp.

b.

Curved and acute retentive

line angles are retentive.

Explorer side.
a.

7,

hoes - 6t-2t-9,

Non-cohesive

Cavosurface

margins

are continuous

and smooth.

Gold and Cohesive Gold Described:

All pure direct gold is potentially

cohesive

having the ability to
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unite together to form a solid mass.
If the surface is contaminated
it is non-cohesive.
Direct gold may be deliberately made noncohesive by subjecting it to ammonia gas. On the other hand,
contaminated direct gold may be made cohesive by removing the
surface contaminates through a heat treating process.

8.

Forms of Direct Gold.
A,

Gold Foil - 99.99% gold.
1)

Machine - rolled cylinders,

2)

Machine - rolled ropes.

3)

Hand - rolled pellets.

Indicated for bulk build-up
and/or veneering.

4) Hand - rolled cylinders - are kept non-cohesive and used for
lining of cavity walls. Because of the dead soft nature of
this gold it adapts readily to the cavity walls.

9.

B.

Mat Gold - electrolytically precipitated pure gold. Because of
its.density and form, this gold will fill the preparation more
rapidly. The material is veneered with conventional gold foil
to obtain an optimum finish.

C.

Powdered Gold (e.g. Goldent) - a blend of pure gold powders of
three particle sizes. It is compressed into ropes, cut to size
and wrapped in gold foil. Because of its density, this gold will
fill the preparation more rapidly.
It may be used in any preparation in its entirety or veneered with conventional gold foil.

D.

Mat Gold - Calcium Alloy (e.q. Electraloy) a type of mat gold
processed in an electrolytic bath, washed, dried, and cut to
shape into long loaves and wrapped in gold foil. Production
involves alloying of pure gold powder with a small amount of
calcium.
Because of its density, this gold will fill the preparation more rapidly.
It may be used in any preparation in its
entirety or veneered with conventional gold foil.

Treating of Direct Gold:
A.

Storage - It is essential that cohesive gold not be stored In
proximity with materials such as rubber for long periods, since
sulfur compounds or other contaminants may render it permanently
non-cohesive.
Direct gold should be stored in sealed containers
when not in use. A pellet of cotton dipped in concentrated aqua
ammonia should be place~ in each container during storage.

B,

"Annealing" - When manufactured, direct golds are rendered noncohesive by being subjected to an atmosphere of ammonia. This
treatment prevents the pieces of gold from sticking to each other
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and from having harmful gasses that might render them permanently
non-cohesive.
The term "annealing" is probably a misnomer, since the main
purpose is a degassing process to drive off the ammonia that was
deposited during the manufacturing process. Also, moisture is
removed.
C,

Degassing - Direct gold may be degassed by passing each piece
through a clean alcohol flame or by heating them on an electric
annealer, Degassing should be done with an alcohol lamp with
a clean wick,
1)

2)

Electric annealer - Temperature
- convenience,

set at 6500 to 8500F.

a,

Advantages

b.

Disadvantages - overheating, possibly rendering direct
gold Hwirei' or harsh, and requires at least 8-10
minutes to degas, and pellets may stick together.

Alcohol flame - Temperature

can work alone.

of flame is approximately

1,3000F.

D.

a.

Advantages - uniformity, flexibility, immediate availability of gold, only required amount of gold is degassed.

b.

Disadvantages

Preparation

- less convenient.

of alcohol lamp.

1)

Pure methyl or ethyl alcohol used in lamp.

2)

Wick is trimmed and rounded with the curved scissors to
produce a tear drop flame.

3)

Because the match heads contain sulfur and may contaminate
the wick and in turn the gold, the wick should be ignited
with the side of the match that has burned past the head.
Care should be taken not to touch the wick with any part of
the match. The flame should be bluish in color indicating
a purity of the flame.

II.

~~L
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4) Wick height - adjusted to give flame 3/4" high •.

5) Use a piece of black cardboard behind the flame so that the
flame and the desired glow of the gold may easily be seen.

6) Degassing the gold foil - With a foil carrying instrument,
a pellet of foil is speared and carried through the tip of
the inner blue cone of the flame. The pellet wi 11 instantly
assume a dull red glow, at which time the pellet is removed
from the flame, allowed to cool and carried to the cavity.

HOLD PELL..ET

H ER-E

7) Degassing of Mat Gold - same procedure as gold foil.
8) Degassing of powdered gold (Goldent) - With a pointed smooth
broach, a pellet is speared and introduced into the flame of
the alcohol lamp. The organic substance that is contained
in each pellef will burst into a yellow flame which will burn
for 2-3 seconds. After the material has burned out, the
pellet wi 11 instantly assume a dull red glow, at which time
the pellet' is 'removed from the flame, allowed to cool and
carried to the cavity.
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If left in the flame too long, the pellet develops a hard
texture and resists condensation.
If not left in the flame
long enough, the pellet remains "powdery.11
10.

11.

Armamentarium

for Condensation.

A.

#25 LLGF condenser

(round nib).

B.

#20 LLGF condenser

(parallelogram

C.

#26 LLGF condenser

(foot).

D.

Alcohol

E.

Gold foil mallet.

F.

Carrying

G.

Goldent pellets.

H.

Gold foi 1 (machine-rolled

I.

Direct gold container.

J.

Mirror.

K.

Explorer #6.

L.

Cotton pliers.

M.

Cotton pellets

N.

Cavity varnish.

lamp with shield.

instrument.

Condensation
A.

nib).

Application

cyl inders).

(small).

Procedure:
of Cavity Varnish:

l)

Roll a small piece of cotton i"nto a very tight ball approximately 1 mm or less in diameter.

2)

With cotton pliers dip the cotton into the cavity varnish and
immediately coat all internal surfaces of the preparation.

3)

Immediately direct a strong blast of air into the cavity
preparation to blowout any excess varnish.

4)

Repeat steps 1-3 and dry for 10-15 seconds with stream of air.

5) Using the sharp curved chisel, remove the varnish from the
beveled marginal areas by scraping
the chlsel.

lightly with the end of

-----------------------------9
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B.

Instrumentat ion Sequence:
1)

Break the pellet apart in the cavity with a #25 LLGF condenser
.and "pat" it into the gingivo-axial angle and the mesial and
distal incisal point angles with light pressure.

2)

Use the #25 LLGF condenser to completely condense the gold
into the retentive areas and against the walls - direct the
force as much as possible at 900 to the surface being covered.
Complete condensation of the gold requires a force of 6-8
lbs/mm. The condenser is used with a rocking motion to assure
an adequate application of pressure.

Direction of Force

3)

Spear and degas a second pellet. Place this pellet between
the previously condensed gold and the incisal retention.
Condense completely with the #25 condenser. Be sure.to
maintain proper angulation of the condenser as shown above.

4) Continue to add Goldent, keeping the walls covered before the
center and thoroughly "stepping" each increment.
(Stepping
is the condensation technique where each thrust of the condenser overlaps the previous one by 25-50%.) Once ihe
retention is filled, the #20 LLGF is used to condense the
major portion of the gold.

5) Take care to avoid touching the tooth structure with the
condenser. Always keep a layer of gold between the face of
the condenser and the tooth. Avoid letting the side of the
condenser contact the walls and/or margins of the cavity.
6)

Periodically check the completeness of the condensation by
poking the .surface and around the margins with a sharp
explorer using heavy pressure.
If any penetration is noticed,
the portion of the gold should be recondensed, achieving a
complete condensation.
(Any areas of limited access should
be condensed with the #25 LLGF condenser.)
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7) When the Go1dent has been condensed to within .2-.3 mm of the'
ideal contour, then the remainder of the exposed enamel is
covered with'gold foil cylinders.
These are degassed by
passing the pellet through the alcohol flame until it achieves
a dull red color - it does not flame like the Go1dent and it
hea~s very rapidly.

8) Add gold foil' until there is a thin layer covering the margins,
but not extending more than .2 mm beyond the margin.
be sure the condenser does not contact the enamel.

9)

Again

It is important to visualize the outline of the preparation
and avoid 1I1osingl'the margin. Therefore, after condensing
a pellet, break off the gold that extends past the margin
with the condenser.

10)

Obtain the final contour by using gold foil pellets. The
final contour should duplicate the desired anatomy with
approximate1y.1
mm of excess.

11)

When the final contour has been obtained, use the #26 LLGF
'with the mallet and Iistepllacross the surface.
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12 .. Armamentarium

for Finish!ng.

A.

Beavertail

burnisher.

B.

Cleoid-discoid.carver.

C.

Rubber dam instrument.

D.

};" garnett and cuttle disks.

E.

Small headed SHP mandrel.

F.

40-bladed

G.

B.S. polishing

H.

Flour pumice.

ball-shaped

carbide finishing

bur #9004.

cup on CA mandrel.

I. Amalgloss.
13.

Finishing

Procedure.

A.

Burnish the surface of the restoration by rubbing the beavertail
burnisher incisal-gingivally over the surface with HEAVY
pressure.
This is to smooth and harden the surface.

B.

Remove the excess gold over the margins (flash) with the cleoiddiscoid carver by dragging the edge of the carver across the
margin at approximately 450 from gold to tooth.
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14.

C.

Contour the gold with the };II garnett disk. Always keep a
stream of air directed on the gold to keep It cool when using
rotating instruments.
(Note: A disk is only good for approximately 5-10 seconds of grinding.)
Manipulate the disk so the
direction of rotation is from gold to tooth.

D.

Using the 40-bladed finishing bur, establish the concavity of
the lingual pit and redefine the contours of the lingual marginal ridge.

E.

Continue to smooth the surface of the gold with };" cuttle disks
until all the scratches from the garnett disks are removed.

F.

Use the BS polishing cup filled with i1~ur pumice to polish the
gold until all the scratches from the cuttle disk are removed.
(Remember to keep the tooth and restoration cool with air the friction from the rubber cup generates a large amount of
heat. )

G.

Remove the pumice from the BS po1isher.and use Ama1gloss for the
final shine. '''henall the scratches from the pumice are removed,
the restoration is completed.

H.

Remove all the dust and polishing media with a blast of air.
Do not wash with water until all" the Ama1gloss has been removed
because it will create a film that dulls the lustre and is very
difficult to remove.

Evaluation
A.

of Restoration.

Vi sua I .
1)

2)

Form.
a.

Original

preparation

outline

is visible,

b.

E1 imination of a1 I gold flash.

c.

No evidence of ca1ky, bruised margins,

Contour.
Original concavity

restored.

3) Surface finish.
a.

Absence of pits at matgins.

b.

Absence of pits on the surface of the restoration.

c.

Absence of waviness

in surface contour.
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B.

d.

Absence

e.

Presence

of scratches

on surface.

of high glossy finish.

Tacti Ie.
.Ex p lore r tip - the junction
nondetectable.

of gold to enamel

is

j
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LECTURE

III

Class V Direct Gold Restoration
1.

2.

Indications.
A.

Small carious

B.

Erosions

C.

Abrasions

lesions in the gingival

in gingival

1/3.

1/3.

in gingival

1/3.

Contraindications.
A.

Large carious lesions in the gingival 1/3 (that extend incisally
or occlusally beyond the height of contour).

B.

Adolescent

C.

Rampant caries.

D.

Poor oral hygiene.

E.

Inaccessible

F.

Teeth that have questionable

G.

Abutment tooth for a removable
in the retentive area.

patients.

areas.
surrounding

tissue.

partial which has a lesion located

3. 'Criteria for Rubber Dam Placement.
A.

Precede rubber dam application
rubber dam instrument.

by relaxing gingLval

B.

Rubber dam properly

vertically.

positioned

tissue'with

Covers upper lip, but does not extend above the base of
the nose.
C.

D.

Rubber dam properly positioned
1)

Centered on the face.

2)

Straight.

Frame properly positioned.
1)

•

laterally.

Woodbury straps: top one over the posterior pariental
lower one around the cervical area, not twisted .

area,

2)
E.

Minimal wrinkles and folds.
1)

F.

G.

H.

Clips (or bar if Young1s frame) placed away from the eyes and
'laterally to avoid the hand rest.

Excess on the lower edge to be tucked under and clipped to
the frame.'

Proper number of teeth isolated.
1)

Isolate enough teeth distal to the operated tooth to allow
maneuvering of the handpiece without restriction from the
rubber dam.

2)

Isolate the anterior teeth to at least the opposite cuspid.

Correct retainer selection.
1)

Beaks of retainer must be as far apart as possible.

2)

All four beaks must touch the tooth.

Correct retainer placement.
1)

Must not rock on the tooth.

2)

Must not pinch the gingival tissue.

I.

No cuts or tears in rubber dam.

J.

Rubber dam sealed around all teeth.

K.

Placed atraumatically.
1)

No damage to gingiva, teeth or restoration.

2)

Lips and corners of mouth lubricated.

4. Modification of the
A.

#212

Rubber Dam Tissue Retractor.

Forceps notches -- deepen with a tapered diamond bur to allow
for stable grip with the rubber dam forceps. (See
illustration on next page.)
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,
B.

Facial and lingual jaws -1)

Removing temper - hold jaw in pin point bunsen burner flame
until cherry red and may be bench cooled.

2)

Bending of lingual jaw - two straight beaked pliers are used.
One plier grips the base of the lingual jaw while the other
bends the lingual jaw upward approximately l~ mm.

3)

Bending of facial jaw - repeat previous procedure, but
bend facial jaw downward approximately 1 mm. Caution should
be used not to bend facial jaw excessively which would
impair access to operating field.

-- ---
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4) Additional modification of the end of the jaws may be made
by deepening the notch to conform to the root Contours.
All sharp edges of the notch should be removed with a
rubber wheel to prevent damage to the cementum.

5) Spring may be placed back by reheating to a cherry red color
and immediately quenched

5.

Application
A.

in water.

of the #212 gingival retractor.

Mak ing of Compound 'ICones.II
1)

Soften red compound thoroughly and form cone with fingers.

2)

Size - approximately
height.

5-6 mm diameter base, and 8-10 mm

8-10 mm

5-6 mm
B.

PI ac ing of Compound "Cones.' I

1)

Heat base of cone in flame.

2)

Attach cone to index finger~

--------------,
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3)

Soften apex of cone in flame.

4) Compress cone into the embrasure that would be located
directly under the #212 bow.

5) Repeat this procedure so that the compound is placed in
opposing facial and lingual embrasures that would be located
under each bow.
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C.

Placement

of the #212 gingival

retractor.

1)

Using the retai~er forceps, spread retractor and position
so that the facial jaw will be parallel with the occlusal
plane.

2)

Position lingual jaw against lingual surface of involved
tooth moving jaw gingival of the height of contour, making
sure that tissue and rubber dam are not impinged.
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3) Position facial jaw by rotating retractor facially, moving
the facial jaw gingivally, retracting both tissue and
rubber dam to approximately It mm below the gingival margin
of the lesion.

Precautions:

4)

a.

Avoid tearing or impinging of rubber dam.

b.

Avoid tearing or impinging of gingival tissue.

c.

Avoid scarring of cementum while positioning
facial jaw.

of

Using thumb or fore-finger of other hand, hold facial jaw to
immobilize while removing retractor forceps,

5) Soften tip of red compound stick to approximately!

inch from
end. Roll compound under each bow and adapt to original
application of compound. 'While still soft, mold compound
over bows.
Precautions:
a.

Compound should be heated to a slumped, tacky state
by contacting tissue of hand.

b.

Avoid unnecessary

excess of compound over bows,
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c.

Facial surface of involved tooth and facial jaw
should be free of compound.

6) Cool compound with air syringe until hard.
7) Evaluate immobility by attempting

to move facial jaw occlusally/
incisally with ru:.Jberdam instrument.
If mobility is detected,
repeat procedure for cone placement.

8) With the aid of the rubber dam instrument, make sure adjacent
tissue is~covered

by rubber dam.

9) When added retraction of adjacent tissue is required, small
diameter, short pieces of retraction
into the gingival crevice.

6. Class V Ferrier Preparation
A.

Outline

cord may be tucked

Design.

Form.

1)

Gingival -- the gingival outline aligned parallel with the
facial jaw of retractor (assuming facial jaw is parallel
with the occlusal plane). The gingival outline.is
positioned to include the gingival extent of the lesion in
addition to being subgingival.
The length of the gingival
outline is located subgingivally and is generally the same
dimension as the width of the facial jaw of the #212
retractor.
Occlusal Plane

2)

Occlusal/incisal
- the occlusal/incisal
outline is aligned
parallel with the gingival outline, t~e facial jaw and the
occlusal plane. The occlusal/incisal
outline is positioned
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to include the occlusal extent of the lesion, establish in
a free-cleansing area and enough distance from the gingival
outline to allow for proper instrumentation of the preparation. The len~th of the occlusal/incisal outline is
extended mesiodistally so as to be located beneath the
.proximal gingival tissue.
Occlusal

Plane

1M
3)

Proximal - the mesial and distal outlines are aligned parallel
with the external contour of the proximal surfaces. These
outlines are positioned beneath the proximal gingival tissue.
These proximal outlines connect with the occlusal/incisal
outline at an acute angle and with the gingival outline at
an obtuse angle completing a trapezoid-shaped outline.

_I

1..\
\

I
1

I
I.

\~/\\

I

II
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B.

Interna 1 Form.
1)

2)

Proximal Walls - proximal walls are one-plane walls which
meet the external surface at a 900 angle.

Occlusal/incisal wall - the occlusal/incisal wall is a oneplane wall which meets the facial surface at a 900 angle.

l
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3)

Gingival wall - the gingivql wall is a one-plane wall with
a cavo-surface bevel when in enamel (A). When in cementum
(B) ,the gingival wall becomes a simple one-plane wall that
meets the facial surface at an acute inclusive angle.

A
4)

B

Axial wall - the axial wall is of uniform depth. The
resulting wal"l will be flat when the.lesion is small and
convex when the lesion is relatively large.
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5) Axio-proximal

line angles - forms an obtuse

I.e:

6)

Axio-occlusal/incisal

7) Axio-gingival
angle.

.

line angle.

OBTUSE ANGLE

line angle - forms a 900 line angle.

line angle - forms an acute retentive
(Illustration on next page).

line
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ACUTE
RETENTIVE

ANGLE

8)

Axio-occluso-incisal
proximal point angles - form retentive
point angles at the expense of the occlusal or incisal wall.

9) Axio-gingivo-proximal

point angles - form acute point angles
at the expense of the gingival wall.
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7. Armamentarium

for Class V Preparat ion.

A.

#331 or 34 SHP,

B.

Wedel stadt chisels.

C.

Binangle chisels.

D. Angle formers.

-

6!-21-9, 10-4-8.

E.

Monangle

F.

3/8" garnet disc.

G.

Small-headed

hoes

mandrel

- CA.

8. Preparation Procedure.
A.

Using the cutting end of a #33! or 34 SHP inverted cone bur,.
enter the lesion and alternately extend the mesial and distal
walls to the appropriate extension.

The angle at which the bur is placed into the tooth establishes
the angle at which the proximal wall meets the external surface
of the tooth.
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B.

Positioning the #33! or 34 SHP inverted cone bur apically
the gingival location of the gingival wall.

c.

Positioning the #33! or 34 SHP inverted cone bur horizontally,
sweep the bur mesio-distally
establishing the location ~f the
occlusal/incisal
wall.

establishes
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D.

E.

Using the cutting end "of the #33! or 34 SHP inverted cone bur,
establish uniform axial depth using the diameter of the head of
the #34 bur as the approximate depth. Also establish the
appropriate axial contour.

Ins trumentat ion.
1)

Using straight, curved or binangle chisels,
and margins to the desired outline.

plane all walls
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2)

Appropriate sizes of angle formers, and monangle hoes are
used to provide sharp, definite internal line angles and the
placement of gingival retention.

3)

The axial wall is planed with a monangle
size.

hoe of appropriate
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4) Final re-planing and sharpening of all cavo-surface

margins
is accomplished with sharp straight, curved or binangle
chisels.
To aid in achieving a sharp occlusal/incisal
cavo-surface margin, a 3/811 fine garnett disk may be used.
Resharpening of the occlusal/incisal
corners with a chisel
must fol low to restore the original straight outl ine form.

9~

Evaluation
A.

of Preparation.

V isua I.
I)

2)

Esthetic

requirements.

a.

Proximal

b.

Occlusal/incisal
plane.

Preparation

and gingival

outline

outline

forms located subgingivally.

form parallel with the occlusal

requirements.

a.

Proximal walls display equal angle and depth.

b.

Convexity of the axial wall is appropriate
preparat ion.

c.

Adequate distance between gingival. cavo-surface
and facial jaw of #212 gingival retractor.

with size of
margin
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B.

Tactile - using sharp explorer,
1)

2)

Explorer tip a.

line angles sharp and straight.

b.

Point angles definite.

c.

Retention

d.

Tooth structure sound.

is adequate.

Explorer side a.

Walls are flat.

b.

Cavo-surface

angles display an absence of irregularities.
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LECTURE
Condensing
I.

and Finishing

Armamentarium

the Class V Restoration

for Condensation.

A., #5 monang Ie condenser

(.55

round nib).

B.

#20 LLGF condenser

(DE parallelogram

C.

#26 LLGF condenser

(foot nib).

D.

Carrying

E.

Alcohol

F.

Gold foi 1 mallet.

G.

Direct gold container.

H.

Goldent.

I.

Machine

"J.

2.

IV

instrument.
lamp.

rolled gold foil.

Cavity varnish.

K.

Cotton pliers.

L.

Cotton pellets.

Sequence
A.

B.

nib).

for Condensation.

Application

of cavity varnish.

I)

Form cotton pellet of I mm in diameter.

2)

Apply two thin coats of cavity varnish.

3)

Dry with gentle flow of air.

Procedure.
1)

Degas a medium to large pellet, depending
the preparation.

upon the size of

2)

Place the pellet in the preparation.
Using
hold pellet against the axial wall. Remove
ment and pick up the #20 condenser, breaking
spreading it across the gingival retention.

the #5 condenser, "
carrying instruup the pellet and
Continue to
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B.

2)

Cont'd
spread gold up the mesial and distal line angles
direction of occlusal retention points.

in the

Place and spread a second pellet into the remaining
uncovered line and point angles.
More pellets may be
required to obtain full initial coverage of axial wall
and line/point angles~
(Illustration on next page.)

4) Using the #20 condenser, wedge the mass firmly between
opposing gingival and occlusal walls.
5)

Using the #5 condenser, completely
angles and retentive areas.

6) Additional

condense gold into line

pellets are degassed and placed within the
preparation.
With six to eight pounds pressure for hand
condensation systematically "step" the #20 condenser over
the axial wall using a llrocking motion.11
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7) The contour pf the surface should be concave, keeping the
walls banked ahead of the center. Care should be taken
to avoid bridging at the walls and margins.

8)

If desired, hand condensation may be augmented by malleting
and/or a mechanical condenser.

9) When walls are covered to within t mm of the margins, use
machine-rolled gold foil to cover the remainder of the walls
and the margins.
10)

Condenser must not be used directly against a margin. An
adequate amount of gold must cover the margins before a
condenser is placed against them to avoid chipping enamel.
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11)

Keep track of margins by removing excess bui ld-up beyond

t mm of margins.

12)

Use Goldent to fill concave center to under contour.
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13)

Use machine rolled gold foil to cover the last. 1-.2 mm of .
the surface contour.

14)

Build to slight overcontour.

15)

"Step" across the surface with a #26 foot condenser with
rnallet ing.

3. Armamentarium
A.

for Finishing.

Burnisher - #2-29 beavertail

B .. Spratley #33 SE finisher.

C.

Gold fi les #30 and #31.

D.

3/8" fine garnet discs.

E.

k"

F.

3/8" fine cuttle discs.

G.

k"

medium cuttle discs.

H.

k"

fine cuttle discs.

fine garnet discs.

or #6~7 burnisher.
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I.

3/8" crocus discs.

J.

1.11 crocus discs.

K.

Straight

L.

Baby B.S. pol isher mounted

mandrel

handpiece

#350 HP'-

H.P. mandrel.

on straight

M. Dry flour pumice in dappen dish.
N.

in dappen dish.

Ama1g1oss

4. Sequence of Finishing.
A.

Burnish surface of gold with beavertail or rubber dam instrument
to work hardened surface and eliminate potential pits.

B.

Locate gingival and proximal margins
with files and Spratley finisher,

C.

Locate occlusal

D.

Establish

margin with garnet discs.

overall

contour with discs and files.

Use 1.'1 size discs in mesio-gingiva1 and disto-gingiva1
corners,
Use 3/8" size discs in establishing contours,

Note:

E.

Reburnish.

F.

Refine contour and surface finish with cutt1e discs.

G.

Remove scratches

H.

Continue

I.

Obtain final surface finish with ama1g1oss
Note:

5.

by removing excess material

Evaluation
A.

with dry pumice in rubber cup.

to refine surface finish with crocus discs.
in rubber cup.

Keep the tooth cooled with a stream of air while using
discs and rubber cups.
of Restoration.

Visual.
1)

Form.
a.

Origlna1

preparatiori outline

is visible.

b.

E1 imination of all gold flash.

c.

No evidence

of chalky, bruised margins.
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2)

3)

B.

6.

Contour.
a.

Viewing the profile from a side view, the original
facial contour is duplicated.

b.

From a facial view, mesial and distal embrasure contours
are re-established to the original contours.

Surface finish.
a.

Absence of pits at margins.

b.

Absence of pits on the surface of the restoration.

c.

Absence of waviness

d.

Absence of scratches on surface.

e.

Presence of high glossy finish.

in surface contour.

Tactile.
1)

Using the side of the explorer tip, evaluate supra or
submarginal adaptation of gold to tooth margin,

2)

Using explorer tip, evaluate for cervical ditching of
tooth structure.

Removal of #212 Gingival Retractor.
Place rubber dam forceps on the #212 gingival retractor, spread
retractor facially and rotate occlusolingually.
Following the removal of the 'rubber dam, massage gingival tissue
occlusally to re-establish blood circulation.
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LECTURE V
Variations of Class V Design
1.

Indications for Design Variations.
A.

Esthetic requirements.

B.

Variations

in extension of lesion.

I)

Caries.

2)

Eros ion.

3)

Abrasion.

4) Decalcification.
C.

Location of tooth in arch.

D.

Alignment

E.

Environmental.

F.
2.

of tooth.

1)

Tissue recession.

2)

Adjacent

restorations.

Need for additional

retention.

Elements of Outline Design.
A.

Straight.

B.

Curved (illustration on next page.)
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C.

Angular.

3. Outline Designs,
A.

Esthetics - Maxillary cuspids and centrals generally have broader
,necks in the cervical area that will lend themselves for a curved
incisal outline.
A curved outline by itself gives a pleasing,
harmonious appearance with the gingival tissue. Caution should
be exercised not to mix curved and straight incisal outline forms
resulting in an unharmonious esthetic effect.

Where multiple lesions exist, it is more pleasing to design the
incisal/occlusal outline to, be straight or curved,
(illustrations on next page).
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The maximum degree of curvature parallels the outline of the
cervical height of contour. This may be visualized by using
the side of pencil lead to survey this contour.
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B.

Variations

in extension

of lesion.

:>

>

-OR-

>

-OR-

>

-OR--

>

-OR-
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C.

Class V direct gold restorations may be placed in the molar
regions. The previous modifications in outline form may be
adapted to the generally elongated outline form often seen on
molars.

)

)

&p""

_•..•..•. ""- • 0. :- ~

: •• 1.'

o

~o

:'.

>

I

I

I

Location of tooth in the arch:

-----.
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C.

Locat ion of

tooth

in arch:

(Cont

)

>

I

d.)

,

I

I

r- - '-
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D.

Alignment
1)

of the tooth.

Rotated Teeth.

*Note: Do notPlace outline
in the C.E.
Junction.

2)

Design variations where direct gold restorations
existing restorations.

tie into

Where the cervical lesion comes within 0.5 mm of an existing
metallic restoration, the outline is extended to butt against
the adjacent restoration.-

E.

Environmental

influence on outline.

Tissue recession - where tissue recession exists, the location
of the lesion often is found strictly in cementum,
Due to
this location, the outline would not. involve the enamel
surface. Thus, the preparation is modified because of histologic differences of cementum and enal}lel. (Illustration on
next page).
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E.

1)

Cont

I

d.

>

2)

Parallel
Tissue

to
Level

Parallel
to
Surface

- - -Ro"o't

Paral leI to
C.E. Junction
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F.

Need for additional

ret;ntion

-

Where the cervical lesion extends laterally requiring the proximal walls to be flared extensively, additional retention is required.
Self-threading pins (0.35, 0.425 or 0.525 mm) are often used to
obtain this added retention.

I

i-
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LECTURE VII
The Use of the Ferrier Separator
The Preparation and Finishing of the
Adolescent Cla~s III Direct Gold
1.

Modification
A.

of the Ferrier Separator.

Parts of the separator facial expansion
screw

beaks
bow-----

o

B.

lingual expansion
screw

Modification of the beaks - as manufactured, the beaks often are
bulky in design or uneven in size. When this exists the inside
curvature of the beak is reduced to accomplish the desired
modification.
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C.

Modification of the expansion screw - as manufactured, the
threads of the expansion screws fit very precisely resulting
in a tight fit. When this exists the separation is disassembled
into its four parts and the threads reduced in height with a
small stone. This will create loosely fitting threads as the
separator is reassembled.

The purpose of this modification ii to provide a separator that
will allow all the beaks to contact the tooth surfaces equally
as the separator is activated.
This is particular.1y useful
where adjacent teeth are not in alignment.

2.

Application
A.

of the Ferrier Separator:

Indications.
1)

Finishing

of all proximal

restorations.

2)

Preparing

and finishing

proximal

inconspicuous

3)

Prepar ing and finishing
teeth.

proximal

restorations

restorations.
on ma1aligned
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B .. Types of separators.

C.

1)

"Ferrierl'

2)

I'True" - single bow - double beaks.

3)

l'Elliot" - wedge type - single beak, single bow.

4)

Ivory double bow - wedge type - single beak.

-

double bow - double beaks.

Selection of size - I'Ferrier" type.
1)

2)

Available

in 6 sizes numbered 1 through 6.

a.

Numbers 1-3 designed for anterior teeth with expansion
screws varying in length adapting the separator to the
curvature of the arch.

b.

Numbers 4-6 designed for posterior
sion screws equal in length.

teeth with the expan-

Select the smallest separator (smallest number) that will
fit over the contact into the facial and lingu~l.embrasure
spaces. Often times the separator does not go to place
and the next size is so large that the 4 beaks do not
engage the proximal surfaces simultaneously.
When this
occurs, take the smaller separator and engage the expansion
screws with the rubber dam forceps and spread buccolingually allowing the positioning of this smal)er separator.

, 0 . App 1ica tion .
1)

Place separator with shorter expansion screw to the lingual.

2)

Position separator !-l mm gingival of gingival border of the
proposed preparation or condensed direct gold.

3) To activate the separator use the separator wrench and turn
the expansion screws in the direction of the arrow. To
equ~lize ~he expansion of the separator, alte~nate the turning of the facial and lingual expansion screws. Continue
to expand the separator to allow the 4 beaks to contact the
adjacent teeth equally without separation.

4) Warm red stick compound and place under each bow and over
the incisal edges. This will provide stability of the
separator and prevent movements apically.

•
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D.

Application

cont'd.

5) The separator is now activated, gradually separating the
adjacent teeth only enough to allow for appropriate
instrumentation.
(not to exceed 1 mm.)
E.

3.

4.

Remova 1 .
1)

Gradually deactivate the separator as finish progresses.

2)

On completion of finishing close separator being careful not
to impinge tissue and/or rubber dam between the beaks.
Remove compound and carefully remove separator,

Indications for the Adolescent Direct Gold Restoration:
A.

Incipient proximal lesions in anterior teeth on patients whose
general age ranges from 12 to 18 years.

B.

The. lesion must not be located on labial or lingual surface due
to possible subsequent orthodontic treatment that would expose
the restoration.

Preparation

Design:

o
I
I
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5. Armamentarium

6.

for Preparation.

A.

Low speed handpiece.

B.

No.

C.

Explorers

i;, -L

round SHP bur.
- No.6

Instrumentation

& 17.

of Preparation.

#t

A.

Open lesion from labial approach with

round SHP bur.

B.

Place incisal and gingival

C.

Place bevel on margins with #1 round SHP bur.

retention with Ii; round SHP bur.

7. Evaluation of Preparation.
A.

B.

Vi sua 1.
1)

Smooth, free-flowing

outline form.

2)

Should not be significantly

visible from labial view.

Tacti Ie.
1)

2)

Explorer

tip (#17).

a.

Line angles sharp.

b.

Explorer tip in retention should resist removal in a
lateral direction.

Explorer side.
Cavosurface

8. Armamentarium

margins are continuous

for Condensation.

A.

#23 LLGF condenser

(incisal).

B.

#24 LLGF condenser

(bayonet).

C.

#27 LLGF condenser

(toe).

D.

Alcohol

E.

Gold foil mallet.

F.

Carrying

lamp with shield.

instrument.

and smooth ..
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G.

Goldent pellets.

H.

Gold f~il (machine-rolled

I.

Direct gold container with chamois surface.

J.

Mirror.

K.

Explorer #6.

L.

Explorer #17.

M.

Cotton pI iers.

N.

Cotton pellets

O.

Cavity varnish.

cylinders).

(sma 11) .

9. Condensation Procedure.

10.

A.

Apply cavity varnish as previously

B.

With carrying instrument place degassed Goldent' pellet into
preparation.
Using the #24 condenser as a holding instrument
condense Goldent into retentive areas with the #23 condenser.

C.

Build up contour by adding additional Goldent using the #23
and #24 condensers alternately as condenser and holding
instrument.

D.

Condense an overlay of gold foil using the #23 and #24 condensers.

E.

Using the #27 "toel' condenser,

Armamentarium

described.

condense the surface.

for Finishing.

A.

Remove excess gold from, margins with cleoid-discoid

instruments.

B.

Use Spratley swager between the contact area of the condensed
foil and the adjacent tooth to work arden the contact area.

C.

Gold knife can be used to remove excess (flash) from marginal
area.

D.

With the use of 1/4 & 3/8 inch garnet and cuttle disks in the
small headed mandrel contours and smoothness c?n be attained.

E.

18" finishing strips with grits from fine narrow to extra fine
extra narrow can be used to finish the i~terproximal area. (Note)
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10.

E.

Armamentarium

for Finishing

Cont'd.

Care should be taken not to over strip to lose contact and
contour - when strips and disks are used a continuous force
of air should be used to dissipat~ heat build up.
F.

11.

A final finish can be secured with light pressure of the extra
fine, extra narrow strip alone.

Evaluation
A.

of Restoration.

Visual.
1)

2)

Form.
a.

Original

b.

Elimination

of all gold flash.

c.

No evidence

of chalky, bruised margins.

B.

outline

is visible.

Contour.
Original

3)

preparation

Surface

proximal

contour

restored.

finish.

a.

Absence

of pits at margins.

b.

Absence of pits on the surface of the restoration.

c.

Absence

of waviness

d.

Absence

of scratches

e.

Presence

in surface contour.
on surface.

of high glossy finish.

Tact i1e.
Explorer

tip - the junction

of gold to enamel

is nondetectable.
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LECTURE VI II
Maxillary

Class III Lingual Approach

Restoration

Lema Linda Design

1.

2.

Indications:
A.

Small proximal carious lesions whose access can best be reached
from the lingual surface.

B.

Teeth with minimal

C.

Low caries

D.

History

periodontal

involvement.

index.

of good oral hygiene:

Contraindications:
A.

High caries

B.

Large multiple restorations or lesions in the tooth in question
which may suggest alternatives for restoring the tooth.

C.

Lesions

D.

Uncooperative

E.

Teeth with excessive

F.

Teeth with incisal angle lost or involved with decay.

G.

History of poor oral hygiene.

H.

Teeth that have questionable

3. Armamentarium

index.

involving

the labial surface of a tooth.

or highly apprehensive

patient.

heavy lingual occlusion.

bone and tissue support.

for the Class II I Lingual Aoproach

A.

#699 F.G. bur.

e.

#1/4 round F.G. bur.

C.

Wedel stadt #10 instrument.

C.

Gingival

*E.

Jeffery

lingual angle formers #13 and #15.

F.

Jeffery

lingual hatchet #14 .

margin

trimmers #11 and #12.

..

preparation.
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G.

Bayonet angle former #17.

H.

Incisal hatchet #18.

I.

Explorer #17.

J.

Explorer #2.

*Note left handed operators
(#13, #14 and #15 LH}
4.

Instrumentation
Approach.

A.

- these are reversed and special made.

(procedure)

for Preparation

and Class III Lingual

Outline form.
lesion from lingual with #699 FG bur.

- Enter into proximal

- Extend outline with an inciso-gingival
motion.

sweeping and rocking

•

1) Incisal extension.
Extend outline in an incisal direction to include lesion.
(Generally, incipient lesions are located at the inferior
border of the contact area.)

'.

.

,

~~~
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2)

Gingival extension.
With the #699 FG bur perpendicular to the long axis, extend
gingival outline to provide t-l mm distance between cavosurface margin and adjacent tooth.

I

""

.•. .•.
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3) Facial extension.
a.

Extend minimally into facial embrasure enough to break
contact with approximating tooth.

b.

The middle 1/3 of the facial outline is generally
parallel to the facial surface of the tooth.
(Illustration on next page.)

- ---

-----_._-------------,
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PA~ALLEL

4)

c.

The incisal 1/3 of the facial outline joins the incisal
outline fonning a graceful curve.

d.

The gingival 1/3 of the facial outline joins "the gingival
outline fonning an abrupt curve.

Lingual extension.
a.

The gingival
the external

2/3 of the lingual outline
surface.

~11O Imm
DIST"NCE

\

\

/1\
G-HU R"LlY P••R••••
llEL.

is parallel

to
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5.

b.

The incisal 1/3 of the lingual outline meets the incisal
outline forming a graceful curve,

c.

Using a #33! or 34 SHP bur connect the lingual outline
with the gingival outline to form a 900 angle.

Internal Form.
A.

Gingival

floor.

1}

Instrument with a Jeffery hatchet (#14) a one-plane
meets the axial wall at a right angle,

wall that

2)

This floor meets the labial wall at a curved acute angle.
(Illustration on next page.)
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CROSS SECTION
AT "'A" LEVEL

VIEW

B.

C.

CROSS SECTION

VIEW AT"B. LEVEL

lab ia 1 wa 11.
J)

Instrument with a Jeffery angle former (#13 or 15) an obtuse
one-plane wall that meets the cavo-surface at a right angle.

2)

This wall blends with the incisal ~all

in a gradual

curve.

Incisal wall.
J)

.2)

Instrument with a Jeffery angle former (#13 or 15) or a
gingival margin trimmer (#11/12) the incisal wall forming
an obtuse angle with the axial wall .
The final location of the incisal extension
includes the contact.

generally

3) As this wall is planed, the height of the outline of the
incisal curve is located at the junction
and lingual surface.

o.

of the proximal

Ax ia 1 wa 11 •

Instrument with the side of a Jeffery hatchet or angle former
(#14, #13, or #15) forming a flat plane that exits to the lingual
resulting in the lingual outline.
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E.

F.

Labial/gingival

retention.

1)

A retentive point angle formed by the convergence of the
labio-axial line angle, the gingivo-axial and the labiogingival line angle.

2)

Using a "1lspear point" bur place a very small indentation at
this point angle. This gives a definitive point that
provides a centering effect for subsequent instrumentation.

3)

Using a Jeffery angle former (#13 or 15) instrument the
retentive point angle in a labial, gingival and in a slight
axial direction.

Lingual/gingival
1)

retention.

A retentive feature located at the gingivo-axial line angle
in dentin, just inside the dentino-enamel junction of the
lingual aspect of the axial wall.
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G"

2)

Using a #~ SHP rouna bur, place a rounded indentation at
the expense of the axial wall to a depth of the radius of
this bur, beginning 1 mm from the gingival floor. Continue
in a slight lingual direction into the gingival floor to a
depth of the radius of the same bur.

3)

Using a #17 bayonet angle former, instrument a small line
angle running the full length of the previously prepared
groove.
This line angle is located to the lingual of this
groove and forms a point angle at its gingival extent.

4)

Continue to use the #17 bayonet angle former and accentuate
the full extent of the axio-gingival
line angle.

Incisal retention.
1)

The incisal retention is locatecl in dentin at the apex of
the curve formed by the junction of incisal and axial walls.

2)

Using a #t SHP or F.G. round bur, place a rounded indentation
in an axial, incisal and facial direction to the depth of .
the diameter of the bur.

3) Using a #18 incisal hatchet accentuate

further a point angle
primarily at the expense of the axial wall in an axial,
incisal and facial direction.

H.

Finish of preparation.
1)

Refine all margins to remove any enamel that may have been
fractured while placing the retention.

2). Placement of a short bevel on the 1ingual margin is desirable
on teeth with heavy marginal ridges and other areas where
the direction of the enamel rods is not favorable.

6. Evaluation
A.

of the Preparation.

Vi sua I.
1)

Esthetic requirements
plane of the tooth.

2)

Preparation

- facial wall parallel

to the facial

requirements:

a.

Gingival floor perpendicualr to long axis of the tooth
and extended to provide t to 1 mm distance between
margin and adjacent tooth.

b.

Labial wall extended
break contact.

into the facial"embrasure

enough

to
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c.

d.

Ungual wall parallel to the proximal contour of the
tooth and the extension confined to the marginal ridge
area.
Incisal outline

forms a graceful

curve as it joins the

.1 ingual outl ine.

e.
B.

Lingual outline meets gingival

floor at right angle,

Tactile.
1)

2)

Explorer

tip - (#17 and #Z).

a.

Line angles sharp and straight.

b.

Retentive

Explorer

point angles sharp and retentive,

side.

a.

Axial wall flat and smooth.

b.

Cavo-surface

margins

are continuous

and smooth.
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LECTURE
Condensation

and Finishing
Restoration

l.

2.

Armamentarium

IX

the Class 11 I Lingual Approach

Lorna Linda Design

for Condensation.

A.

#21 LLGF DE Condenser

(round nib and parallelogram).

B.

#22 LLGF DE Condenser

(angled parallelogram).

C.

#23 LLGF DE Condenser

(incisal condenser) •

D.

#24 LLGF SE Condenser

(bayonet) .

E.

#25 LLGF SE Condenser

(binangle,

F.

#27 LLGF SE Condenser

("toe" condenser).

G.

Carrying

H.

Alcohol

I.

Gold foil mallet.

J.

Direct gold container.

K.

Goldent.

L.

Machine

M.

Cavity varnish.

N.

Cotton pI iers.

O.

Cotton pellets.

Sequence
A.

round nib).

instrument.
lamp.

rolled gold foil.

for Condensation.

Application

of cavity varnish.

1)

Form cotton pellet of 1 mm in diameter.

2)

Apply two thin coats of cavity varnish.

3)

Dry with gentle flow of air.
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B.

Procedure.
1)

Degas a medium to large pellet, depending
the preparation.

upon the size of

2)

Place the pellet into 1abio-gingiva1 retention with #21
condenser and position using light compression.
Distribute
gold along the axio-gingiva1 line angle.

3)

Place the second pellet into 1inguo-gingiva1 retention and
tie into the first pellet with the #24 condenser.
(Illustration on next page.)
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4)

Using the #25 condenser, begin condensation mid-way between
the labio-gingiv?l and linguo-gingival retention, directing
the force into the axio-gingival line angle. Progressively
condense toward the labio-gingival retention. The #24
condenser is used to condense the linguo-gingival retention.
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5) To obtain complete coverage of the gingival floor, add
several more pellets beginning at the labio-gingival angle
and progress lingually. Thoroughly condense this addition
to the margins.
6)

Beginning at the labio-gingival angle
condensing gold into the axio-labial
labial wall using the #22 condenser.
of the labial margin is essential at

progress incisally
line angle and the
Thorough condensation
this time.

7)

Continue to condense more gold along the labial cavo-surface
margin and the labio-axial line angle with the #22 condenser
until approximately two-thirds of the labial wall is covered.
Use the proximal surface of the adjacent tooth as the third
wall thus enhancing condensation and build the proximal
contact.

8)

Condense gold into the incisal retention with the #23 incisal
condenser.
Complete the addition and condensation for the
. incisal wall with the same instrument.
(Illustration on
next page.)
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9) Obtain the final contour by using gold foil pellets.

The
final surface contour should duplicate the desired anatomy
with approximately 0.1 mm of excess.
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10)

3.

When the final contour has been obtained use the mallet and
the #25 condenser and, where possible, the #27 foot condenser
IIsteppingli
across the surface.

Armamentarium

for Finishing.

A.

Burnisher

- #2-29 beavertail

B.

Sprat 1ey finish #33 SE.

C.

Spratley

D.

Gold fi les #30 and #31.

E.

Cleoid-discoid

F.

Gold foil knife #34.

G.

Straight

H.

3/811 fine garnet discs.

or #6-7 burnisher.

swager #35.

carver #32.

handpiece

mandrel

#350 SHP-.

fine garnet discs.

I.

-1;11

J.

3/811 .fine cuttle discs.

K.

1.11 fine cuttle discs.

L.

3/811 crocus discs.

M.

Ferrier separator

#1 or #3.

N.

Ferrier separator

wrench.

O •. Red stick compound.
P.

Bunsen burner.

Q.

1811 medium,

R.

18"

S.

1811 narrow, extra fine grit finishing

T.

Baby B.S. pol isher (Young I s) •

U.

Dry flour pumice

V.

Amalgloss

fine grit finishing

narrow,

fine grit finishing

in dappen dish.

in dappen dish.

strips,
strips,
strips.
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4. Finishing Procedure.
A.

Burnish the surface of the restoration with the #2-29 beavertail
or #6-7 burnisher with heavy pressure producing a smooth and
hardened surface.

B.

Further burnish the interproximal
#33 SE.

C.

Remove excess gold from the margins with the #30 and #31 gold
fi 1 es.

D.

Continue to remov~ excess gold interproximally with the gold knife
#34. With a pulling motion "shave" small increments of gold.
With a pushing motion, using the backside of the blade and moving
from gold to tooth, further excess is removed.

E.

Obtain lingual contour using

F.

Place #1 or #3 separator.

G.

Separate only enough to gain access for the finishing strips.

H.

Insert the Spratley swager #35 from the inciso-lingual direction
into the contact area. With a rocking motion work harden the
gold in the interproximal area.

I.

Shape the interproximal with the 1811 finishing strips. To prevent
loss of interproximal contact and contour, the following procedures are recommended:
1)

-1;11

area using the Spratley finish

or 3/811 garnet discs.

When finishing the labial surface~ pull the strip from the
lingual of the adjacent tooth through the ihterproximal,
over the labial margin, and across the labial surface of
the tooth being restored.
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2) When finishing the lingual margin and lingual embrasure area,
pull the strip from the lingual of the tooth being restored,
through the interproximal, and over the labial surface of
the adjacent tooth. See the following illustration.

GRIT SIDE
.

~

3) To establish contour of the contact area, pull strip in
straight-through
finished.

motion contacting

that portion to be
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4) To remove gross excess below the contact area, pull the
strip from the lingual of the tooth being restored, through
the interproximal, and over the labial surface of the same
tooth. See the following illustration.

GR..JTSIDE

~

5) To maintain a convex proximal contour, move strip incisogingivally as the strip is pulled through. Caution should
be exercised not to over-strip this area and result in
under-contouring.

------~l
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6)

5.

Move from the medium width to the narrow width strip to
prevent the loss of contour and contact. Note of caution:
Refrain from pulling strips over compound which will transfer
onto the gold surface.

J.

To further enhance the surface finish of the interproximal area,
remove the remaining grit from an extra fine, extra narrow strip
by pulling the strip over the handle of an instrument.
The
strip may be pulled over the surface in the usual manner or
used in a "shoe-shine rag" manner. The latter method will
provide a gold-to-gold finish.

K.

Remove separation by slowly and alternately
expansion screws.

L.

Reburnish

M.

Remove all "flash" using the cleoid-discoid

N.

Using

O.

With the Baby B.S. polisher,
smoothness.

P.

Final finish can be obtained with either the crocus discs or the
amalgloss.

*"

Evaluation
A.

all accessible

reversing

the

areas.
carver #32.

and 3/811 cuttle disc's, obtain final contour and smoothness.
use dry pumice to obtain further

of Finish.

Visual.
1)

2)

3)

Form.
a.

Original

preparation

outline

is visible.

b.

Elimination

c.

No evidence of chalky bruised margins,

of all gold flash.

Contour.
a.

Original

proximal contour

restored,

b.

Original

proximal contact restored.

Surface finish.
a.

Absence of pits at margins.

b.

Absence of pits on the surface of, the restoration.
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B.

c.

Absence of waviness

in surface contours,

d.

Absence of scratches on surface,

e.

Presence of high glossy finish.

Tactile.
Explorer tip:

the junction of gold-to-enamel

is non-detectable.
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LECTURE XI I~
Maxillary

1.

2.

3.

Class III Ferrier Restoration

Indications.
A.

Small proximal carious lesions whose access can best be reached
from the labial surface.

B.

Teeth with minimal

C.

Low caries

D.

History of good oral hygiene.

periodontal

involvement.

index.

Contra indications.
A.

High caries index.

B.

Large multiple restorations or lesions in the tooth in question
which may suggest alternatives for restoring the tooth.

C.

Uncooperative

D.

Teeth with incisal angle lost or involved with decay.

E.

History of poor oral hygiene.

F.

Teeth that have questionable

Armamentarium

or highly apprehensive

for Preparation.

A.

#33~ SHP bur.

B.

#10 Wedelstadt

C.

Small angle former.

D.

#17 bayonet angle former.

E.

6~-2~-9 monangle

F.

3-2-28 incisal hatchet.

G.

#46 axial wall planer.

H.

Explorer #17

I.

Explprer #2

chisel.

hoe.

patient.

bone and tissue support.
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4.

Instrumentation
A.

of the Preparation.

Outline form.
- Enter into proximal lesion from the facial just gingival of
the contact area with a #33! SHP inverted cone bur in the
straight handpiece.
- Remove internal bulk of tooth structure,
ultimate outline form .

staying within the

•
1)

Facial extension.
Extend facial outline with #10 Wedelstadt chisel using the
approximate thickness of the blade as a guide for the amount
of extension.
Keep outline parallel to the vertical line
of contour or lobes of the tooth. In contrast, a curved
outline form is more conspicuous due to the intersecting
of these contour lines. (Illustration on next page.)

J
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2)

Gingival

extension.

Continuing with the use of the #33t SHP inverted cone bur,
initiate the placement of the gingival floor at a right
angle to the long axis of the tooth. Extend gingivally
below the free margin of the gingiva forming definite angles
between the labial and lingual outlines.

_J
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3)

Lingual extension.
The #33! inverted cone is introduced from the lingual to
remove the bulk of tooth structure from the gingival onethird of the lingual wall. Proper extension provides
adequate convenience for condensing and finishing.

4)

Incisal extension
Generally 2/3 of the contact area is included on mesial
surfaces of maxillary centrals and laterals. Distal
surfaces are usually extended to include all the contacting
area.
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B.

Internal form,
1)

Facial wall.
The outer slope of the two-plane wall
using the #10 Wedelstadt chisel.

2)

is now established

Lingual wall.
The outer slope of the two-plane lingual wall is also
established using the #10 Wedelstadt chisel.
Both
facial and lingual outer slopes consist primarily of
ename 1.

3)

Inc isa 1 wa 11.
Using the small angle former establish the flare of the
incisal wall connecting the outer slopes of the facial
and lingual walls in a harmonious curve.
(Example on following

page.)
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4)

Ax ia I wa I I .
The 6t~2t-9monangled hoe is used to form the inner wall
of the two-plane wall and to plane the axial wall.

]
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4) Cont1d,
The axial wall is smoothed and the internal
defined with the axial wall planer.
5)

Linguo-gingival

line angles are

retention.

The small angle former is used to extend the linguo-axial
line angle and gingivo-axial
line angle to form linguoaxio-gingival
retentive point angle.
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6)

Facio-gingival

retention.

The #17 bayonet angle former is used to extend the facioaxial line angle and the gingiva-axial
line angle to form
the faclo-axio-gingival
retentive point angle. "The facioand lingua-gingival retention are joined by accentuating
the gingiva-axial
line angle.

7)

Incisal retention.
The incisal retention is developed with the incisal hatchet
(3-2-28) by joining the facial~axial and lingual-axial line
angles to form the facio-lingua-axial
retentive point angle,
This retentive feature is directed incisally, axially and
labially.
(Example on following

page.)
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5.

Armamentarium

for Condensation.

A. #1 monangle condenser.
condenser.

B.

#2 monangle

C.

#23 incisal condenser.

D.

#24 LLGF SE condenser

E.

Holding

F.

#26 LLGF SE condehser

(foot condenser).

G.

#27 LLGF SE condenser

(toe condenser).

H.

Carrying

I.

Alcohol

J.

Gold foi 1 rna11et.

K.

Direct gold container.

(bayonet).

instrument.

instrument.
lamp.

5.

6.

Cont 'd.
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L.

Machine

M.

Go 1dent.

N.

Cavity varnish.

O.

Cotton pliers.

P.

Cotton pellets.

Sequence
A.

B.

rolled gold foil.

for Condensation.

Application

of cavity varnish,

I)

Form cotton pellet of I mm in diameter.

2)

Apply two thin coats of cavity varnish.

3)

Dry with gentle flow of air.

Procedure.
I)

Degas a medium to large Goldent pellet; depending
the size of the preparation.

upon

2)

Place the pellet from the labial into the linguo-gingivoaxial point angle and condense the gold with the #2 monangle
condenser.
With the left hand, use the holding instrument
and come in from the lingual, hold the pellet and subsequent
pellets in position until they are wedged and condensed
firmly between the two gingival retentive points.
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3) Continue ~lacing. Goldent pellets along the gingivo-axial
line angle working
angle.

toward the labio-gingivo-axial

point

4)

Use the LLGF #24 and condense Goldent
axial point angle.

into the labio-gingivo-

5)

With the #2 condenser, continue condensing Goldent along
the gingival floor until it is completely covered.
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6)

Use #26 or #27 condenser (depend(ng on the size and space);
veneer all Goldent with gold foil throughout the condensing
procedure.
The gingival margin should be completely
covered and well condensed at this stage.

7) Using the #2 monangle condenser, continue building the
linguo-gingival half of the preparation.
Take care to
build the lingual wall ahead allowing access to the internal
portion of the preparation from the labial direction.
(Example on following page.)
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8)

The LLGF #24 is used to condense gold into the Internal
lab ia I and lingua I line ang Ies .
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9)

Continue to build 1 ngual half tncisally into the inciSql
retention.
Use inc 5ql condenser LLGF #23 to condense
.gold into this retentive point.

10)

The incisal turn and the labial portion is now completed
with the bayonet #24 and the monangle #2 condensers.
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C.

11)

All surfaces and" margins should be covered with gold foil
and recondensed with the #26 or #27 foot condensers to
ensure complete adaptation and condensation.

12)

A complete labial and lingual visual observation should be
made at this time to make sure adequate contour has been
established.

Finishing

procedure.

Finishing procedure is the same as the Loma Linda lingual approach
class II I restoration,
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LECTURE X I II
Lower Anterior
I.

2.

3.

Class III Ferrier Preparation

Ind ica t ions.
A.

Small proximal carious lesion whose access can best be reached
from the labial surface of lower anterior teeth.

B.

Teeth with minimal

C.

Low caries

D.

History of good oral hygiene.

periodontal

involvement.

index.

Contraindications.
A.

High caries

B.

Large multiple restorations or lesions in the tooth in question
which may suggest alternatives for restoring the tooth.

C.

Uncooperative

D.

Teeth with incisal angle lost or involved with decay.

E.

History of poor oral hygiene.

F.

Teeth that have questionable

Armamentarium

index.

or highly apprehensive

for Preparation.

A.

#33! SHP bur.

B.

#10 Wedel stadt chi sel.

C.

6!-2i-9 monangle

D.

Small angle former.

E.

3-2-28 incisal hatchet.

F.

#17 bayonet angle former.

G.

#46 ax ia 1 wa 11 planer.

H.

Exp 1orer #17.

I.

Explorer #2.

hoe.

patient.

bone and tissue support.
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4.

Instrumentation
A.

of the Pr~paration.

Outline form.
- Enter into the proximal lesion from the facial just gingival
of the contact area with a 33~ SHP inverted cone bur in the
straight handpiece.
- Remove internal bulk of tooth structure,
ultimate outline form.

1)

staying within the

Gingival.extension.
Continue with the use of the #33~ SHP
initiate the placement of the gingival
to the long axis of the tooth. Extend
free margin of the gingiva initiating
the labial and the lingual outlines.
(Illustration on next page.)

inverted cone bur,
floor at a right angle
gingivally below the
definite angles between
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2)

Facial extension.
The facia'l extension is established to harmonize with the
vertical line of contour or lobes of the tooth, This
outline should be located midway between the facial angle
and the point of contact.

,

.
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Extend the .facial outline with the #10 Wedelstadt chisel
using the thlcknes.s of the blade as an initial guide for
die amount of extension,
Instrument from near the incisal
outline to the previously placed gingival extension.

3)

Lingual extension.
Using the #33t inverted cone bur, beginning from the linguogingival angle, move the bur incisally to form a one-plane,
straight lingual wall. Extension is made to the lingual
embrasure.

".
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4)

Incisal extension.
Extension is made to include the carious lesion and the
inferior border of the contact area. Using the small angle
former connect the facial and lingual walls with an obtuse
one-plane wall.

"

B.

Internal form.
1)

Fa cia 1 wa 11 .
Use the 6!-2t-9 monangle hoe moving incisally and gingivally
establishing the inner dentinal wall of the two-plane
fac ia 1 wa 11.

/
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2)

Lingual wall.
Continue with the use of the 6t-2t-9 monangle
the lingual one-plane wall.

3)

hoe to plane

Inc isa 1 wa 11.
Continue with the use of the 6t-2!-9 monangle hoe to plane
the incisal internal wall, blending the lingual one-plane
wall with the facial two-plane wall.
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4)

G ing iv<11 wClll.
Continue with the use of the 6t-2t-9 monangle hoe to plane
the gingival floor perpendicular with the external surface
of the tooth.

5)

Axial wall.
Use the #46 axial wall planer

to smooth

the axial wall.
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6)

Lingua-gingival

retention,

The small angle former with an across-and-down motion is
used to define the lingua-gingiva-axial retentive point
angle.

7) Facio-gingival

retention.

Either the 3-2-28 incisal hatchet or the #17 bayonet angle
former is used to establish the facio-gingiva-axial
retentive angle.

(Text continued, on following page.)

.L.
--~-
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7)

(Cont'd)
This same incisal hatchet may be used to establish an accentuated axio-gingival line angle connecting both facio-gingival
and linguo~gingival retentive point angles.

8)

Incisal retention.
Continue with the use of the 3-2-28 incisal hatchet to
establish the incisal retentive point angle in a facioaxial-incisal direction~

C.

Refining of cavo-surface margins.
Cavo-surface margins are redefined with a freshly sharpened #10
Wedelstadt chisel, 6!-2!-9 hoe, and the small angle former .

. 5.

Evaluation of the Preparation.
A.

Visual.
1)

Esthetic requirements - facial wall harmonizes with the
vertical contour lines of the tooth and-does not extend
past the facial angle.
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2)

B.

Preparation

requirements.

a.

Gingival floor is perpendicular to the long axis of
the tooth and extends below the free margin of the
gingiva.

b.

Lingual wall extends minimally
and is a one-plane wall.

c.

Facial wall is a two-plane wall.

d.

I~cisal wall extends just inferior to the contact
area.

into lingual embrasure

Tactile.
1)

2)

Explorer tip (#17 and #2).
a.

Line angles sharp and straight.

b.

Retentive point angles sharp and retentive.

Explorer side.
Cavo-surface

margins are continuous

and smooth.
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LECTURE XIV
Condensation

and Finish of the Lower

Anterior Class III Ferrier Restoration
J. Armamentarium

2.

for Condensation.

A.

#25 binangle condenser.

B.

#1 monangJe condenser.

C.

#2 monangJe condenser.

D.

#23 incisal condenser.

E.

#24 LLGF SE condenser

F.

Ho l.ding instrument.

G.

#26 LLGF SE condenser

(foot) .

H.

#27 LLGF SE condenser

(toe) .

I.

Carrying

J.

Alcohol

K.

Gold foi 1 mallet.

L.

Direct gold container.

M.

Machine rolled gold foi 1.

N.

Goldent.

O.

Cavity varnish.

P.

Cotton p 1ie rs .

Q.

Cotton pellets.

(bayonet) .

instrument.
lamp.

Sequence for Condensation.
A.

Application'of

cavity varnish.

1)

Form cotton pellet of 1 mm in diamete~.

2)

Apply two thi~ coats of cavity varnIsh.

3) Dry with gentle flow of air.
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B.

Procedure,
1)

Degas a medium to large Goldent pellet, depending upon the
size of the preparation,

2)

Place the pellet from the labial into the linguo-gingivoaxial point angle and condense the gold with the #1 monangle
condenser.

3)

Place the second pellet into the labio-gingivo-axial point
angle and condense the gold with the #24 bayonet condenser.
Condense from this point angle along the axio-gingival
line connecting into the previously condensed pellet.
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4)

With the #2 condenser, continue condensing Goldent along the
gingival floor until it is completely covered,

5) Use the #26 or #27 condenser (depending on the size of
space) veneer all Goldent with gold foil throughout the
condensing procedure.
The gingival margin should be
completely covered and well condensed at this stage.
I

6)

Using the #2 monangle condenser, continue building the
linguo-gingival half of the preparation.
Take care to
build the lingual wall ahead allowing access to the
internal portion of the preparation.
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7) Continue with the #2 monangle condenser to condense gold
against the lingual wall until the incisal turn is
reached.

8)

The #23 incisal condenser is used to condense gold into
the incisal retention followed with the addition to the
incisal turn.
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9)

10)

3.

The bslance of the condensation
monangle condenser.

is accomplished with the #2

All surfaces and margins should be covered with gold foil
and recondensed with the #26 or #27 condensers to ensure
complete adaptation and condensation.

Finishing Procedure.
Finishing procedure is the same as the Lorna Linda lingual approach
Class II I restoration.

4. Evaluation of Finish.
A.

Visual.
1)

2)

Form.
a.

Original preparation outline is visible.

b.

Elimination of all gold flash.

c.

No evidence of chalky bruised margins.

Contour.
a.

Original proximal contour restored,

b.

Orig.inal proximal contact restored,
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3)

B:

Surface finish.
a.

Absence of pi ts at margins.

b.

Absence of pits on the surface of the restoration.

c.

Absence of waviness

d.

Absence of scratches on surface.

e.

Presence of high glossy finish.

in surface contours.

Tacti Ie.
Explorer tip:

The junction of gold-to-enamel

is non-detectable.
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LECTURE XV
Maxillary
1.

2.

Class' III Modified

LomaLinda

Design Preparation

Indications.
A.

Moderate proximal carious lesions which extend gingivally
can be instrumented from a lingual approach.

B.

Is generally indicated on maxillary
lingual dimension.

C.

Teeth wLth minimal periodontal

D.

Low caries index.

E.

History of good oral hygiene.

that

teeth having a broad facio-

involvement.

Contra indications.
A.

High caries index.

B.

Large multiple restorations or lesions in the tooth in question
which may suggest alternatives for restoring the t09th.

C.

Lesions

D.

Uncooperative

E.

Teeth with excessive

F.

Teeth with incisal angle lost or involved with decay.

G.

History of poor oral hygiene.

H.

Teeth that have questionable

involving the labial surface of a tooth.
or highly apprehensive

heavy lingual occlusion.

bone and tissue support.

3. Armamentarium.
A.

#699 F.G. bur.

B.

#33! or 34 F.G. bur.

C.

#~ round F.G. bur.

D.

Wedelstadt

E.

Gingival margin

patient.

#10 instrument.
trimmers #11 and #12.
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F.

Jeffery

1ingual angle .formers #13 and #15.

G.

Jeffery

lingual hatchet #14.

H,.

Sma 11 binangle

chisel #10.

,

4.

I,.

Small or medium angle former.

J.

Incisal hatchet #18 ..

K.

Explorer

#17.

L.

Explorer

#2.

Instrumentation
A.

Outline

of the Preparation:

form.

Enter into the proximal

lesion from the lingual with the #699 F.G.

Bur.

- Extend the outline with a facio-lingual

sweeping motion.
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I}

Facial/incisal

extension.

With the #699 extend facially to break contact with the adjacent tooth and to form a line with the facial contours of
the tooth. Continue the incisal extension of the facial wall
to the lingual margin, then turn the wall abruptly and merge
it with the margin of the access opening.
2)

Lingual extension.
The lingual cavo-surface outline forms the lingual border of
the axial wall. The gingival portion of the lingual outline
is extended lingually preserving the proximal surface of the
cingulum.

3)

Gingival extension.
With the #33! or #34 F.G. bur, extend the gingival outline
in a gingival direction perpendicular to the long axis.
Include the caries and provide!
to I mm distance between
the cavo-surface margin and the adjacent tooth. Continue to
define the angle formed by the junction of the gingival floor
with the lingual wall.

l
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B.

Internal
l)

form.

Lingual wall.
With the small binangle chisel, instrument the lingual wall
within the gingival third of the lingual marginal ridge.
Sharpen the junction of this wall with the gingival floor and
join this wall to the lingual access opening with a sharp
but less abrupt angle.
Flare this wall slightly to ensure
that no unsupported enamel remains.

2)

Gingival

floor.

Continuing to use the small binangle chisel to refine the
gingival wall.
Initially establish a one-plane wall with a
cavo-surface
bevel.
(Illustration on next page,}
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3) Facial/incisal

walls.

With the Jeffery angle former (#13 or #15) or small gingival
margin trimmers, establish an obtuse one-plane facial wall.
The facial wall meets the gingival floor in a curved acute
angle.
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4) Facio-gingival

and linguo-gingival

retention.

Using a small or medium angle former, instrument the gingival
retentive point angles at the factal and lingual extremities
of the gingival floor. Direct the retentions in a faciogingivo-axial or linguo-gingivo-axial
direction.
These point
angles are connected by using this same instrument to accentuate the internal gingival line angle.

5)

Incisal retention.
Using the Uk round F.G. bur, initiate the incisal retention
in dentin of the apex of the incisal turn, directing it in
an inciso-facio-axial
direction.
Using the incisal hatchet,
sharply define this point angle.
(Illustration on next
page. )
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6) Preparation

refinement.

Using sharp hand cutting instruments, redefine aJl cavosurface margins.
The lingual cavo-surface margin that
borders the lingual access opening in pa~ticular is planed
with the #10 Wedelstadt chisel:
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5.

Evaluation
A.

B.

of the Preparation.

Vi sua 1.
1)

Esthetic requirements
plane of the tooth.

2)

Preparation

- facial wall parallel

to the facial

requirements.

a.

Gingival floor perpendicular to long axis of the tooth
and extended to provide t to 1 mm distance between margin
and adjacent tooth.

b.

Labial wall extended
to break contact.

c.

The incisal 2/3 of the lingual wall is parallel to the
proximal contour of the tooth and the exterior confined
to the marginal ridge area.

d.

Lingual 1/3 of the lingual outline meets the gingival
floor at a slight obtuse angle,

e.

Incisal outline forms a graceful curve as it joins the
lingual outl ine.

into the facial embrasure

Tacti Ie.
1)

2)

Explorer

tip (#17 and #2),

a.

Line angles sharp and straight.

b.

Retentive

point angles sharp and retentive,

Explorer side.
a.

Axial wall flat and smooth.

b.

Cavo-surface

margins are continuous

and smooth.

enough
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LECTURE XV I ~
Condensation

and Finish of the Class

I"

Modified

Lorna Linda Design Restoration

1.

Armamentarium

for Condensation.

A.

#1 monangle condenser.

B.

#2 monangle condenser.

C.

#22 LLGF DE condenser

(angled parallelogram).

D.

#23 LLGF DE condenser

(incisal condenser).

E.

#25 LLGF SE condenser

(binangle, round nib).

F.

#26 LLGF SE condenser

(foot condenser).

G.

#27 LLGF SE condenser

(toe condenser).

H.

Carrying

I.

Alcohol

J.

Direct gold container.

K.

Go 1dent.

L.

Gold foi I mallet.

M.

Machine

N.

Cavity varnish.

O.

Cotton pliers.

P.

Cotton pellets.

instrument.
lamp.

rolled gold foil.

Q. Wood wedge.
2.

Se~uence of Condensation.
A.

Application

of cavity varnish.

1)

Form cotton pellet of 1 mm in diameter.

2)

Apply two thin coats of cavity varnisn.
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3)
B.

Dry with gentle flow of air.

Procedure,
1)

Place wood wedge from facial side into the interproximal
space of prepared tooth and the adjacent tooth.

2)

Use sufficient pressure on wedge to slightly separate
teeth. This will aid in assuring contact later.

3) Degas a medium to large pellet, depending upon the size of
the preparation.
4)

Place the pellet into labio-gingival retention with the #1
condenser and position using light pressure,
(Illustration
on next page.)
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5)

Using the #25 condenser continue
axio-gingival line angle.

placing pellets along the

6) .Continue using the #25 condenser or the #1 monangle condenser
to add and condense pellets into the linguo~gingival
tion.

reten~ .

7) When pellets are securely placed along the gingival line
angle and retentive points, then step sequentially along
gingival floor to completely condense gold.
8)

Continue to condense more gold along. the labial cavo-surface
margin and the labio-axial line angle with the #22 condenser
until approximately two-thirds of the labial wall is covered.
Use the wood wedge and the proximal surface of the adjacent
tooth as the third wall, thus enhancing condensation, and
the building of the proximal contact.
(Illustration on next
page. )
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Condense gold into the. incisal retention with the #23
incisal condenser.
Complete the addition and condensation
for the incisal wall with the same instrument,
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IO}

ObtaIn the final contour by using gold foil pellets,
The final surface" contour should duplicate the desired
anatomy with approximately O. I mm of excess.

-

..,. - -

-,- ...•
r

I

I

I I
II

-.j

II}

I'

When the final contour has been obtained, use the mallet
and the #25 condenser and, where possible, the #27 foot
condenser, "stepping" across the surface.
(Illustration
on next page.)
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3.

Finishing

,
I

,
I

Procedure.

Finishing procedure
III restoration.
4.

Evaluation
A.

is the same as the Lorna Linda approach

of finish.

V isua 1.
1)

2)

Fonn.

a.

Original

preparation

outline

is visible.

b.

El imination of all gold flash.

c.

No evidence

of chalky, bruised margins.

Contour.
a.

Original

proximal

contour

restored.

b.

Original

proximal

contact

restored.

Class
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3)

B.

Surface finish.
a.

Absence of pits at margins.

b.

Absence of pits on the surface of the restoration.

c.

Absence of waviness

d.

Absence of scratches on surface.

e.

Presence. of high glossy finish.

Explorer tip:

in surface contours,

The junction of gold-to-enamel

is non-detectable,
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LECTURE XV II
Class"
I.

2.

3~

Direct Gold Restoration

Indications:
A.

Small proximal carious lesions located on maxillary and mandibular
premolars (most frequently placed on mesial surfaces of 1st
premolars) .

B.

Teeth with minimal

C.

Low caries

D.

History

periodontal

involvement.

index.

of good oral hygiene.

Contralndications:
A.

High caries

index.

B.

Large carious

C.

Where

D.

History

E.

Teeth that have questionable

F.

Uncooperative

lesions.

there exists evidence

of occlusal

abrasion.

of poor oral hygiene.
bone and tissue support.

or highly apprehensive

patient.

Armamentarium:
A.

#699 F.G. bur.

B.

#35 F.G. bur.

C.

Small binangle
(mand ibu 1a r) .

D.

14-6-8 DE hoe/chisel

E.

Small gingival

F.

Medium

G.

Explorer

chisel

margin

(maxillary)
(maxillary).
trimmer.

size angle former.
#2.

or small enamel hatchet
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4.

Instrumentation
A.

of the Preparation

(maxillary-mesial-occlusal).

Outline form.
1)

Occlusal extension.
Using the #699 F.G. bur, traverse down through the central
groove removing caries and non-coalesced enamel fissures.
Width of the isthmus should be slightly larger than the
diameter of the bur.
The distal wall should be parallel with the marginal

2)

ridge.

Proximal extent ion.
Continuing with the use of the #699 F.G. bur, initiate the
proximal box form. Using the small binangle c~isel or
14-16-8, extend the facial and lingual outlines to obtain
minimal clearance (* to! mm). As the facial outline extends
from occlusal to gingival, the proximal tooth (cuspid)
dictates the degree of curvature lingually. As the lingual
outline extends from occlusal to gingival, the. Inclination
is to the lingual due to the form of the ctngulum of the
- adjacent cuspid. The gingival outline is perpendicular to
the long axis of the tooth and is located to achieve a minimum of ! mm clearance with the adjacent tooth.
(Illustration on next page.)
.
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Internal form.
1)

Occ Iusa I wa IIs •
The walls are slightly tapered as prepared with the #699 bur.
The facial extension of the occlusal groove retains the
roundness of the #699 bur. The junction of the distal wall
with the lingual wall is instrumented to a sharp line angle
with the binangle chisel or the 14-6-8. The pulpal floor is
placed in dentin and retains the flatness as prepared with
the end cutting capability of the #699 F.G. bur. This floor
may be further refined with hoe action of hand cutting
instruments.
A reverse curve is usually necessary in
connecting the facial occlusal wall with the facial proximal
wall.
(Illustration on next page.)
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2)

Proximal walls.
Further instrument the proximal walls with the small binangle
chisel or 14-6-8 to obtain a 900 emergence angle to the
cavo-surface.
With this same instrumentation, instrument
the gingival floor to 900 of the cavo-surface.The
dentinal
axial wall may be planed at the same time the gingival floor
is finished.

.!
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3}

Proximal

retention.

Facial and lingual retention is placed with the medium angle
former or the small gingival margin trimmer, extending the
full length of the axial wall. Using the same instrumentation, develop a retentive line a~gle at the gingivoaxial line angle.

5.

Mandibular
A.

Occlusal

Premolar

Preparation

(mesial-occlusal)

.

step preparation.

This preparation design is indicated where the mesial pit is
involved in addition to the proximal lesion. The outline need
not extend distal of the transverse ridge.
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B.

No occlusal

step preparation.

This preparation design is indicated when there is no involvement
of the mesial pit and only the proximal lesion present. The lack
of definition of anatomic form in the mesial pit area is usually
an indication for this design of preparation.

6.

Evaluation
A.

of the Preparation.

Visual.
1)

Isthmus width - slightly wider' than the diameter
#699 bur.

2)

Wall at distal extension

of the

is parallel with marginal

ridge.

3) All occlusal walls slightly tapered.
4) Facial groove extension rounded to diameter of #699 bur.
5)

Junction

of distal wall with lingual wall a sharp line angle.

6)

Facial reverse curve where

indicated.
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7)

Pulpal floor and axial wall in dentin,

8) Proximal walls display a 900 emergence angle.
9)
10)
B.

Gingival
adjacent

floor displays a minimum of t mm clearance wi th
tooth.

Proximal extension

displays a

k

to !mm clearance.

Tacti Ie.
1)

2)

Explorer

tip (#2).

a.

Line and point angles distinct.

b.

Proximal

retention and gingivo-axial

angle retentive.

Explorer side.
a.

Axial wall flat and smooth.

b.

Cavo-surface

margins are continuous

and smooth.
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LECTURE

XV III

Condensation and Finish of the
Maxillary Class II Restoration
1.

Matrix Application.
A.

Materials
I)

Brass

2)

Cold cure acrylic

3)

Wooden wedges.

4)

Sprat Iey burn isher.

"TII

bands (2 sizes, cu rved) "Cond ito 11
(Resincap).

B . App 1ica t ion .
1)

Select. proper band size extending
marginal ridge.

I mm above the adjacent

- ----

2)

Loop the band and fold the tabs over the band so the small
end of the loop is toward the gingival and the fold on the
outside of the curve.

t
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3) Place band on the. tooth and pull snug, then fold -the tail
over the folded tabs and cut off excess 4-5 mm from the fold.

4) Place wedge snugly in the most open embrasure (usually the

r.

1ingua I
5)

Mix acrylic. When doughy consistency is reached, press into
facial and lingual embrasures with a blunt instrument to
support the band.

6) Use a small horseshoe of acrylic across the adjacent teeth
to hold the acrylic

in the embrasure.

7) With the Spratley burnisher, press the matrix band away from
the facial, lingual, and gingival margins slightly while the
acrylic is still soft. This allows a slight excess of gold
over the margins for finishing.

I
I
I

,

\

,

I

f

I
I

I
I
J

I

,
I

f

I

,
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8} Cool the teeth with air while the acrylic is hardening.
2.

Armamentarium

for Condensation.

A.

#1 monangle condenser.

B.

#2 monangle condenser.

C.

#25 LLGF binangle condenser.

D.

#20 LLGF parallelogram

E.

#26 LLGF condenser

(foot condenser).

F.

#27 LLGF condenser

(toe condenser).

G.

Carrying

H.

Alcohol

I.

Direct gold container.

J.

Goldent.

K.

Gold foil mallet.

L.

Machine rolled gold foil.

M.

Cavity varnish.

N.

Cotton pliers.

O.

Cotton pellets.

condenser.

instrument.
lamp.

3. Sequence of Condensation.
A.

B.

Application

of cavity varnish.

I}

Form cotton pellet of 1 mm in diameter.

2}

Apply two thin coats of cavity varnish.

3}

Dry with gentle flow of air.

Procedure.
l}

Degas a medium to large Goldent pel let,.depending upon the
size of the preparation.
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2)

Place the pellet into labio-gingival retention with the
#1 condenser and position using light pressure.
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3) Using the #1 condenser continue placing Goldent pellets
along the axio-gingival

~,-- -

,'
,I

~,

',- -

--

line angle.

- -
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4)

After condensing" the gingival floor with Goldent using the
#1 condenser, the #20 parallelogram condenier is used to
bring the proximal box level to the pulpal floor. Throughout this condensation process, effort should be made to
condense gold past the cavo-surface margins insuring
thorough condensation in this critical area.

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

L_~

.
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5) Goldent is now added to the distal extension of the occlusal'
using the #2 condenser. Begin at the most distal extent
and progress to the mesial, ultimately connecting to the
previous gold placed in the proximal box.

6) With the #2 condenser continue to add Goldent to just short
of the ultimate occlusal contour. Obtain final contour using
machine rolled gold foil. Attempt to develop the anatomic
form through the condensation process thus minimizing effort
in finishing.
(Illustration on next page.)
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7) Final condensation of the surface is obtained by using
either the #26 foot condenser or the #27 toe condenser.

8) Using a gold knife or rubber dam instrument, break loose
the resin cap and remove the wedge. Unfold the matrix
tabs and remove the IITII band. Inspect the proximal surface
of gold for voids, undercondensation and undercontouring.
If difficulties are present,machine rolled gold is used for
these areas.
.

4. Armamentarium for Finishing.
A.

Beavertail and rubber dam instrument.

B.

Spratley burnisher.

C.

Cleoid-discoid

carver.

..
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5.

D.

Go 1d f i 1es •

E.

Got d kn ife.

F.

Separators.

G.

Mounted stone HS.

H.

12-bladed

I.

.];"and 3/811 fine garnet and fine cuttle discs.

J.

B.S. po 1ish ing cup.

K.

Flour pumice.

L.

Amalgloss.

M.

18" finishing

trimming and finishing

burs.

strips.

Sequence of Finishing.
A.

B.

Burnishing.
1)

Burnish occlusal
ins trument.

2)

Burnish proximal surface using the Spratley burnfsher.

Occlusal

surface with the beavertail

or rubber dam

contouring.

1)

Bulk removal from the occlusal surface
appropriate shaped mounted HS stone.

2)

The 12-bladed trimming and finishing
re-establish the original grooves.

C.

Place separator.

D.

Proximal contouring.

is done with the

bur is used to

1)

Gold files are used to remove excess gold at margins.

2)

The gold knife is used to remove proximal excess using
caution not to dislodge gold.

3)

Graduating from medium to fine grit, the 18" finished
strips are used to further finish the proximal surface,
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E.

Remove separator.

F.

Final occlusal contouring.
1)

To remove obvious marginal "flash" use appropriate
discs graduating from fine garnet to fine cuttle.
should be taken not to flatten occlusal anatomy.

size
Care

2)

Again use discs to develop the marginal ridge, blending
this feature with the proximal surface.

3)

The cleoid-discoid carver is used to define the occlusal
detail, smooth surface irregularities and remove any
noticeable marginal excesses.

4) The B.S. polishing cup is used to obtain final smoothness
of the surfa~e using dry flour pumice.
5)
6.

The final pol ish is obtained using the B.S, pol ishing cup
and dry amalgloss.

Evaluation
A.

of Finish.

Visual.
l}

Form,
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A.

1)

2)

3)

B.

Form cont'd.
is visible.

a.

Orig ina I prepared outline

b.

El imination of all gold flash.

c.

No evidence of chalky bruised margins.

Contour,
a.

Or igina I proximal contour restored.

b.

Original .proxima I contact restored.

c.

Occlusal contact not excessive,

Surface finish.
a.

Absence of pits at margins.

b.

Absence of pits on the surface of the restoration.

c.

Absence of waviness

d.

Absence of scratches on surfaces.

e.

Presence of high glossy finish.

Explorer tip:

in surface c6ntours.

The junction of gold-to-enamel

is non-detectable.
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lECTURE XIX
Maxill~ry
1.

2.

Class IV Direct Gold Restorations

Indications.
A.

large proximal
of. the tooth.

carious

lesion which

B.

Teeth with minimal

C.

low caries

D.

Tooth having abralded Incisal edge with involved proximal
surfaces (with no evidence of bruxism).

E.

History of good oral hygiene.

periodontal

involves the incisal angle

involvement.

index.

Contraindications.
A.

large proximal lesions involving both sides of the tooth along
with abraided or fractured angles of the incisal edge.

B.

High car~es index.

C.

Uncooperative

D.

History of poor oral hygiene.

E.

Severe or heavy bruxism.

F.

Teeth that have questionable

3. Armamentarium

or highly apprehensive

patient.

bone and tissue support.

for Preparation.

A.

#699 F.G. bur.

B.

#33! SHP bur.

C.

#10 Wedelstadt

D.

Small angle former or gingival

E.

#17 bayonet angle former.

F •. 10-4~8 monangle
G.

Small binangle

H.

TNS minimum

chisel.

hoe.
chisel.

pins and equipment.

margin

trimmer.
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3.

4.

Cont' d,
I.

Explorer #17.

J.

Explorer #2,

Instrumentation
A,

Outline

of the Preparation.

form,

I)

Enter Into proximal lesion from the incisal just lingual
of the facial wall with a #699 bur, Remove proximal
internal bulk of tooth structure, staying within the
ultimate outline form.
.

2)

Facial extension.
The facial extension does depend on the size of the
lingual lesion, but ideally the facial outline is limited
to approximate thickness of a #10 Wedelstadt chisel as a
guide for the amount of extension.
The facial outline
should be kept parallel to the vertical lines of contour
or lobes of the tooth. (See illustration on next page.)

--,
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3)

Gingival

extension.

Continuing with the use of the #699 F.G. bur, initiate the
placement of the gingival floor at a right angle to the
long axis of the tooth. Extend gingivally below the free
margin of the gingiva forming definite angles between the
labial and lingual outlines.

--1
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4)

Incisal extension.
The #699 tapered fissure F.G. bur is introduced at the
incisal forming a step with the proximal preparation.
This step has a slight inclination to the medial line of
the tooth. This step occupies approximately 1/3 of the
..
overall gingivo-incisal
length of the preparation.
Depending on the incisal wear of the tooth, the incisal
step is generally extended to the median line of the
overall mesio-distal width of the tooth.
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5) Lingual extension,
The incisal 1/3 of the Iingual vertical wall is parallel
to the long axis of the tooth and meets the incisal step
at a sl ight acute angle. The middle 1/3 of the 1 ingual
Vertical outline is also parallel to the long axis of the
tooth and is usually confined to the crest
the lingual
marginal ridge. The gingival 1/3 of the lingual outline
.meets the gingival proximal floor at an obtuse angle.

of
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GINGIVAL~
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B.

Internql
l)
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I
I
I

form.

GingivCll floor.
a.

Instrument with a small binangle chisel a one-plane
wall that meets the axial wall at a right angle to
form the axial gingival line angle.

b.

This floor meets the labial wall to form a slight
curved acute angle.

c.

The gingival floor meets the lingual wall at an obtuse
angle.
(Illustration on next page.)
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2)

Fac ia 1 wa 11 .
a.

Instrument with a #10 Wedelstadt chisel to form an
obtuse one-plane wall that meets the cavo-surface
at a right angle.

b.

The facial wall meets the.axial wall to form a definite
obtuse labio-axial line angle.

c.

This wall blends and continues harmoniously
incisal wall.

with the
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3)

Inc isa 1 wa 11.
a.

Using the small binangle chisel, plane the labioincisal w~ll to meet the incisal step at a slight
acute angle.
Caution:
Care should be taken not to
undermine the labial enamel.

b.

With the same instrument plane the medio-incisal wall
to meet the incisal step' to form a definite acute line
angle.

c.

The lingual incisal step is a one-plane wall formed by
the #699 F.G. bur. This meets the medio-incisal wall
and the labio-incisal wall to form definite internal
line angles.

4) Lingual wall.
a.

The incisal 1/3 of the lingual vertical wall is planed
with a small binangle chisel and meets the cavo-surface
at a right angle.
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C.

b.

The middle 1/3 of the lingual vertical wqll meets the
lingual cava-surface at a right angle. This lingual
wall also becomes the axial wall of the preparation
and forms a slightly obtuse angle as it meets the
facial wall.

c.

The gingival 1/3 of. the lingual wall is defined by the
small binangle chisel to meet the cava-surface at a
right angle. This lingual wall meet~ the axial wall
to form an obtuse lingua-axial line angle.

Retention.
1)

Lab io-g ing iva I retent ion.
a.

A retentive point angle is formed by the convergence
of the labia-axial line angle, the gingiva-axial
and the labia-gingival
line angle.

b.

Using a small angle former or a gingival margin trimmer,
instrument the retentive point angle in a labial,
gingival and in a slight axial direction.
(Illustration on next page.)
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2)

3)

Linguo-gingival

retention.

a.

A retentive point angle is formed by the convergence
of the linguo-axial
line angle, the gingivo-axial
and the linguo~gingival
line angle.

b.

Using a small angle former or a gingival margin trimmer,
instrument the retentive point angle in a linguogingival and in a slight axial direction.

a.

With this same instrument, the gingival floor is planed
so that it meets the axial wall in an accentuated
axio-gingival
line angle.
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!f)

Inc isa 1 retent io.n.

a. A retentive point angle is formed by the convergence
of the incisal facial, medial and pulpal walls.
b.

Incisal retentive

pin.

Added retention is formed by placing in the incisal
step one THS minimum pin! mm in the dentin, half
way between the mesio-incisal wall and the axial
wall.
(Caution: A good readable x-ray is mandatory
to know exact position of pulp horn.)

D.

Cavo-surface

bevel.

1)

A small cavo-surface bevel is placed on all the cavo-surface
angles of the incisal step.

2)

Placement of a short bevel on the lingual margin is desireable in teeth with heavy marginal ridges or any other area
where the direction of the enamel rods is not favorable.

3)

Place a bevel at the junction
(Illustration on next page.)

of the axial and pulpal walls.
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E.

Finish of preparation.
Refine all margins to remove any enamel
been bruised or fractured whrle placing

F.

Condensation

rods that may have
retention and pins.

procedure.

I)

The proximal condensation procedure of the Class' IV direct
gold restoration is the same as the Class III modified
'Loma Linda design restoration.

2)

Condense

3)

Initiate a pellet of Goldent in. the inciso-medial
retentive point angle and continue condensing toward the
proximal surface.

proximal

only to the incisal step.

4) Due to the softness and pliability of gold foil, condense
only foil around the TMS pin. The balance of the
condensation is done by using Goldent.

5) Obtain the final contour by using gold foil pellets. ,The
final surface contour should duplicate
with approximately 0.1 mm of excess.
G.

Finishing

the desired

anatomy

procedure.

1)

The proximal surface of the Class IV is finished in the
same manner as the Class III direct gold restoration.

2)

T~~ incisal step of the Class
speed 5ton~s and disks.

IV is finished with high

